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EXERCISE IN SIMILE 

My desk sounds like a whispering butterfly. 
The bus sounds like someone before execution. 
My mind sounds like a lion. 
My mind looks like apples. 
My mind looks like broccoli. 
My mind smells like a donut in a box. 
My bus sounds like bubble gum when you pop it. 
School sounds like 42 men being chased by 
100 rhinocereses. 

THIRD PERIOD CLASS 
Grades 4 and 5 
Atlas Road School 



The Poets in the Schools Program was begun in South Carolina in 1971. 
Since then, 128 schools and approximately 15,000 students throughout the 
state have· participated in the program and this celebration of language. 

This.program-one of many Artists in the Schools programs in visual, per
forming, language, and film/ video arts-utilizes professional poets as 
catalysts for hands-on learning experiences with poetry. 

The poetry component is also a part of Project TAP (Total Arts Program in 
Lancaster County, Chester, and Fort Mill schools) and AIM (the Arts in 
Motion program in Greenwood 50 and Saluda. County schools). Student 
work for these programs is published through other funding arrangemer~s 
in separate anthologies and is not included here.· 

Funding for the statewide Poets in the Schools Program and for this 
anthology is provided by the National Endowment for the Arts, the South 
Carolina Arts Commission, and participating schools. 

This anthology is dedicated to the people in South Carolina whose commit
ment to arts in education helps make room for poet/student/teacher inter
action in the schools. 
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EDITOR'S NOTE 

During my four years as a poet in the schools participant, I have seen 
changes in the program. Perhaps the most notable change has been in size. 
In the beginning, eight poets and sixteen schools shared the privilege of 
shaping an exciting concept in creative appreciation and self-expression; 
this past school year, twenty-three poets visited thirty-eight schools. 

I believe this anthology is evidence that our program did not suffer the 
usual fate of increased quantity leading to ,decreased quality. These poems, 
written in classroom situations~and usually in fifteen or twenty minutes
were picked by the visiting poets from the several hundred written each 
week during their in-school residences. · 

These poems describe the joy and the anguish, the disillusionment and 
the strength, of being and of becoming. Some of them create new myths 
to live by, and thus recreate the old myths. I think you will be surprised 
how many of these poems relate directly to your experience and your feel-
ings, whatever your age. · 

I mentioned change; one thing has not changed, although several well
meaning people have suggested that it should. I have not indexed these 
poems by author and for school. It is the habit of human beings tb foster 
"school spirit" attitudes and I fear that only those poems from a given 
school or area would be read by some readers in . that area; by having to 
look through the book one discovers and often rediscovers poems that 
might be overlooked otherwise. 

These poems are the remnants of a good year for our program-a year 
of travel, a year of interaction between poets and students, a year of shar
ing. We invite you to share that year with us now through the poems in 
this anthology. · 

DALE ALAN BAILES, Editor 
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ROLL ON 

Coldness is 

when you 

lose 

your mind 

to writing 

a poem 

and 

have to go 

out 

in the snow 

chasing it 

as it 

rolls. 

RUTH BELL 
Grade 9 
Heathwood Hall 
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DREAMS 

I pushed my last one in 
the glass bottle and 

put in the stopper. 
I had just put away all my 

dreams and desires. 
could see my bewildered little 
ballerina staring at me with 

her face pressed against the glass. 
I could hear soft music from 

a piano. 
But, I ignored it all and 

pushed the little bottle far back into 
my dark closet. 
Nothing interested me and 

I never dreamed at night anymore. 
I had given up all the things 

that were once very dear 
to me. 
One day, as I cleaned out my closet, 

I found a dusty bottl e 
I couldn't even remember seeing before. 
I pulled out the stopper 

and ... 
My ballerina jumped out and smiled 

at me. 
Sheets of music floated free and 

all my dreams and desires 
came spilling out. 

NANCY KRIVENS 
Grade 8 
Southside junior High 

I wish I had a stool. 
I would use it all the time. 
To reach the things I couldn't, 
And lots of things I shouldn't. 
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JEFF WOOLSEY 
Grade 5 
Holly Hill Intermediate 



THE RAWHIDE KID 

The ace in white is at it again 
doing his crazy stunts, wheelies, and jumps 
risking his life almost every night. 
Of course you probably have never heard 
of him because he lives in a place called 
fantasy. 

STEVE METZE 
Grade 6 
Wardlaw Elementary 

I'M A GOLF BALL 

My face is filled with potholes. 
And a number two or three 
Sometimes I smile, 
When the golfer misses me. 

DENNIS RAHISER 
Grade 9 
Dent junior High 

DRESSING UP 

Dressing up like movie stars was the 
thing to do. Putting on the make-up 
and the high-heeled shoes. Wearing 
mother's dresses with a sophisticated 
air. Putting fancy feather~ in our 
neatly-braided hair. Smearing on the 
lipstick, eyeshadow, the works. Boy, 
we must have looked just like 
stupid little jerks! 

MISHOE BRENNECKE 
Grade 7 
Heathwood Hall 
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I AM A CAR. 

I am a car with a V-8 engine 
I am always playing around 
Squealing my tires. 
I have lots of enemies 
Called the Chopper Bunch 
They're always chasing me 
Trying te get me in trouble 
But it always backfires · 
I am a terrific car 
I can do all kinds of stunts 
Jump 20 cars 
Land on two wheels 
You name it I can do it 

I WISH I HAD A HORSE 

I wish I had a horse. 
I would go riding in the autumn woods, 
riding with blue jeans and a red shirt on. 
I would ride through the neighborhood 
as proud looking as could be! 
I would have a brown and gold saddle. 
We would ride under trees 
with green, gold, yellow and orange leaves. 
I would give my horse corn husks, 
hay and a grassy pasture. 
All these things would come true, 
if I had a horse. 

JOY PENDLETON 
Grade 6 
Clover Middle 

I don't consider myself great 
just an ordinary car with a V-8 engine 
With shiny mags and a California plate. 
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TIM PARKER 
Grade 7 
Moore junior High 



I wish I was a boy. 
Because boys get to chop wood. 
They get to see things girls don't 
Like butchering bulls, cows, pigs. 
They also get to go hunting and girls don't. 
They get to see deer when they go 
And other things. 
Girls are supposed to be pretty. 
Supposed to be ladylike. 
That's why I wish I was a boy. . 
Girls ' hair is supposed to look right. 
Girls aren't supposed to climb trees. 
If I were a boy I'd go hunting. 
I would butcher cows and chop wood. 
And girls aren't supposed to ride motorcycles or mini-bikes. 
I would do these if I were a boy. 

MEIGAN TYNER 
Grade' 6 
Holly Hill Intermediate 

WHAT DO I WANT 

I'm black 
I was born 
Black some 
Want me dead 
What do I want 
Peace on earth 

TREVA GRAY 
Grade 7 
Bryson Middle 
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THE PLAYGROUND 

It sounds as if an army are marching 
marching toward the enemies hunt 
and the enemies screaming out, 
for the troop 's men to stop 

One man saying spare our 
lives. 

ANNETTE RANDALL 
Grade 7 
Aiken junior High 

Going to school is like 
Going to prison for something you didn't do, 
Trying to kiss a buck tooth girl, 
Having the toothache and headache at the same time. 

OUTSIDE 

I hear birds singing, 
I hear frogs leaping, 
The sun is shining 
like a bar of gold. 
Insects have singing 
in their souls. 
There is life, 
But none of it shows. 
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TONY ROBERSON 
KENNETH MYERS 
Grade 5 
Atlas Road Elementary 

BUCK EDWARDS 
Grade 7 
Holly Hill Intermediate 



WARM ROCK AND WET DIRT 

Go down by the creek 
See the mountains, high and majestic. 
Hear the water roaring by with 
bits of moss and autumn leaves 
being snatched away on their 
pilgrimage downstream. 
Smell the air; the earthy smell 
from the wet wood and moss . 
Feel the warm ledge and the sun
shine toasting you as your feet 
are iced by the water. 
Taste the smell of wet dirt and moss. 
enjoying the occasional splash of 
water. 
Then ... Crash! Bang! Rumble! 
A car has just gone across the 
wooden bridge overhead. 

UNSURE 

Who are you? Who am I? 
What are we here for? 

A colt, unsure of himself, 
Trying to walk- but can't. 

SHIRLEY RILEY 
Grade 8 
Aiken Junior High 

Two cars, speeding down the highway. 
Brakes fail. They hit. 

Two people. Trying to communicate. 
Yelling, screaming at each other. 

ANNE MUNDY 
Grade 8 
Northwood Middle 
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My life is changing 
Now, like creek depths brightened 
By t'easing copper glints. 

FOREVER AND YESTERDAY 

A bird 
Flies across 

the sky of blue 
Where below 

fields 
of green are dotted 

with 
yellow and white. 

And as I look 
at this sight 

I feel sad, 
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because 
Nothing this beautiful, 

this perfect, 
this meaningful 

to me 
could last 

forever. 

DANA ETTERSHANK 
Grade 8 
Heathwood Hall 

SABRINA RICHARDSON 
Grade 12 
Holly Hill High 



GLACIER STATION DELTA-2275 A.D. 

The Kassel! Glacier Range 
Grinds quietly down the continent 

Have lost contact with Yorkadelphia 
Baltington is ablaze ... 

"Cold, so Cold" 

... Ablaze-after Riot Control 
Napalmed the northern perimeter 

The west coast has descended 
to the Pacific floor 

After the Hymon Fussure 
Severed east from west 

"Numb-can feel-feel nothing" 

Reports from other ports of the world 
Are similar 

but scattered 
Oceo-london overtaken

The masses migrate 
to the equator. 

Countless Billions have been killed 
As the .panic heightens 

"Nothing else-

Glacier Station Delta signing off-

Year of our lord. Twenty 
Two 

Seventy 

Fi-

BRUCE STANLEY 
Grade 9 
Heathwood Hall 
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MAYBE I'LL TRY TO UNDERSTAND 

When squeezing Charmin is no 
longer a crime, and Liquid Plumber 
will always cut slime, 
When freshness doesn ' t come from 
Lemon Fresh Joy, and you don't need 
Band-Aids for the cuts and scrapes 
of a I ittle boy 

When Coca-Cola is really the 
real thing, and Imperial margarine 
makes me feel like a King 
When popularity isn't caused by 
a toothpaste, and mom's love 
isn't judged by peanut butter's 
taste, maybe I'll try to understand 

When you don't have to drink 
what's been to the moon, and 
washing windows with Windex 
will brighten up a room. 
When how a girdle flattens 
doesn't really matter, and Betty 
Crocker mixes a decent batter 

When using Clorox will 
get clothes white, and 
washing with Bold will make 
colors bright, 
When Crisco shortening 
makes a better pie, 
and Kentucky Fried Chicken 
quits tellin' that li e, 
Maybe I'll try to understand . 

WANDA EZZELL 
Grade 11 
Camden High 



SOME PEOPLE 

Isn't it strange some people make 
you feel so tired inside 
Your thoughts begin to shrivel up 
Like leaves all brown & dried 

But when you're with some other ones 
it's stranger still to find 
your thoughts as thick as fireflies 
all shiny in your mind 

CHUCK WIKE 
Grade 10 
Wren High 

PEOPLE! 

People moving in 
People moving out 
Why? Because of the color 
of the skin. 

VERONICA HICKS 
Bryson Middfe Schoof 
Grade 8 
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THE LITTLE GIRL 

The little girl walked slowly along the path 
Walking slowly about 
Thinking very hard about herself 
What am I? 
A little robot working for my mother? 
Am I made of iron inside? 
Could I be daughter of a robot? 
She knocked her stomach, nothing came 

But an ouch from her mouth 
She ran home 
She asked her mother if that was true 
Her mother said, "No dear you are human." 
With a sigh of relief she walked away. 
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CYNTHIA BLAIR 
Grade 4 
McCelvey Elementary 

NED 

Ned was his name 
Ned, it sounds as though 
It came out of the mind of Dr. Seuss 
He and I sat at age-scarred 
tables filling in black lines on 
white paper with rainbow-
colored sticks of wax. 
We'd laugh 
We'd play 
He'd mess up my dollhouse 
I'd mess up his boy army 
But the thing that always 
and forever I will remember 
is that N~d was his name. 

CLAIRE STAFFORD 
Grade 9 
Heathwood Hall 



THE FIRST GIRL I KISSED 

I was so embarrassed 
my face turned red as an apple. 

Not that hers didn't. 
I scared her with a leaf 

and told her it was a lizard. 
I went on about my 
business, she went about 
hers. 

She looked like heaven 
and she smelled like a rose 

HOWARD GREENE 
Grade 7 

THE YOUNG GIRL 

The girl is Dottie 
She is in the hospital 
Something is wrong 
She is not happy 
She sits down all day 
and don't speak to no one 
I would like to help 
her. 
She has a pretty room 
I hope she didn't find 

R. H. Fulmer Middle 

out that she was going to die and felt sorry 
for her self. 
I know she had fun 
during the years she was happy 
She does not know when she is 
going to die 
Everything might change 
I hope she lives to 
see 19 years old. 
I share my heart with her. 
I help the best way I know how to. 

PHYLLIS RUSSELL 
Grade 8 
Belleville junior High 
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MY GRANDPA 

MY FOOTBALL COACH 

The thing about my 
football coach is he's got 
a mole on his nose. 
And he can barely squat 
down. And the other 
thing is when he is 
mad he looks like a 
overgrown smoke stack. 

Iron grey hair with silver sparkle 
and on it a tattered old hat 
with marks of age, colored and worn. 
His face was as gruff as a lion's roar 
but his realness was soft as the cub. 
Walking down those long dumpy roads together, 
he sprouted like fresh growing grass. 
Our times talking and telling our secrets 
or just staring out at the moon and stars 
I would not forget. I'd sit on his lap 
and wonder why things are as they are. 
Then I found I was getting too big 
to find my place beside him 
as a devoted young fawn to its mother. 
My Grandpa was wonderful and always will be 
for he was mine to have and to keep 
and to love for as long as I live 
and longer. 

WALLY RUSSEL 
Grade 5 
Atlas Road School 

DORCAS HERRING 
Grade 9 
Sullivan Junior High 
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A SAILOR 

'Tis no life for a married man. 
But where else can you see 
So much of the world without a plan? 

To hear strange words and see stra;1ge places, 
To wear parkas and visit African places. 

By the Rock of Gibraltar 
And the coast of Spain
By the canals near Boston 
And Portland, Maine, 

The Golden Gate Bridge and 
the beaches of Guam, 
The diamond in Havana 
and the cities of "The Bomb"-

All these places were mine 
to enjoy the scene 
As I traveled the world 
with the Merchant Marine! 

PEGGY BELL 
Grade 9 
Woodruff junior High 

MY GREAT GRANDMOTHER 

In her brown rocking chair 
she sits, making her pretty 
little dolls, stuffing all 
the dolls with her leftover 
cloth, and giving them as gifts 
to her grandchildren . 

MELANIE CRAIG 
Grade 6 
Bryson Middle 
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THE OLDEST PERSON I KNOW 

My great grandmother is old . 
She's 98 and she's humped back 
and she's real nice. 
Her face is a jolly pink. 
It's cracked and chubby. 
She has snow white hair 
and it's balled on top of her head. 
She wears baggy dresses 
but that's all right. 
I love her happy ways. 
I hope she is still around 
when I am grown and my children 
can just touch her hand. 

LISA BOHELER 
Grade 6 
Clover Middle 

GRANDMOTHER IS DEAD AND GONE 

Now that Grandmother is dead, 
I can go back and remember how she looked . 
Her skin was wrinkled 
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like clothes that needed to be ironed. 
Her hair was shiny like the moon shines at night. 
She would go fishing more than she stayed at home. 
Her sewing things are where she left them. 
My Grandmother had a very pretty funeral 
with roses that smelled 
like the first day of summer. 

SANDY REECE 
Grade 9 
Sullivan junior High 



HE'LL MAKE YOU LAUGH 

My grandfather can make you laugh 
anytime you ' re sad, down or puzzled. 
He'll take out his shiny false teeth 
and show you his pink gums 
and probably say " Boo!" 
He acts like a snapping turtle 
when he gets mad. 
His hair is like snow 
His skin is like leather. 
His hands are like a new born baby's. 
When he gets out of his old green chair, 
his body is almost the curve of a banana. 

He is a very nice person to know 
and very funny. 
When you see him he will probably say, 
"What's happening?" 
and give you so much trouble! 
My' gran pappy is all right! 

CHARLES ROSEBORO 
Grade 9 

HAPPINESS 

My grandfather is like a bubble gum machine. 
He spits out happiness. 
He takf's me to the river 
and gives me rods and reels . 
My grandmother is like a needle and thread . 
She always sews. up sadness. 

BILLY BIGGERSTAFF 
Grade 6 
Clover Middle 

Suffivan junior High 
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LEARNING AT NIGHT 

Hosea, typing, whose smiles must come from another place 
Clicks out answers from the dark, 
His eyes brown clouds. 

Again he tells me of disaster 
Of the last bright glass 
Of the falling cabinet, heav ier than its weight 
The plates, the sky, the silence 
He gives me lines and words in cadence 
In the same way I spoke back beyond this class 
His shadows, friends, take him with the bell 
Hearing the shapes, he turns and 
Gazing at the gray 
Says "did okay" 
Certain of that heat he knows is free 
How carefully he doesn't sec. 

FRANKLIN ASHLEY 
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TO SEAN, AT AGE FOUR 

No Magus, I brought you at your birth 
no myrrh nor adoration. Now 
is this celebration of that hour 
I yearn to change my empty gift 
to something worthy of your being 
to something fragile as a flower 
yet lasting as a book or stone. 

Bearing then this present I would 
try to hand it to you wrapped 
and pretty-ribboned as some other 
gift another friend might bring. 
Instead, I put it here and wait 
until it fits, as with some shirt 
or boots you someday will grow into. 

In you, as in other babes, a new 
C~rist hovers, hidden by the 
ignorance of our eyes and hearts 
that lose their holy visions in 
their first and frightful darkness. 

When you come to wear this knowledge 
each day will seem another birth 
and death. Oh, when you reach 
this age of knowing, keep free 
your heart and eyes from going 
into false and wintry desolations. 

When bears have fled the wooded 
lot next to your house, and one-eyed 
Polyphemus is his meager classic 
self, conjure another comrade from 
these words. When your world. 
cannot be gathered in that toy 
filled cardboard box, then face 
these isomorphic births with joy. 
Oh! Do not be afraid! 

DALE ALAN BAILES 
From Sharks While Swimming 
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UNTITLED 

Cataracts hug her useless eyes, 
Silver hair on scab-ridden head, 
Enemas Babyfood 
Laxatives Band-aids 
Oral Roberts SG decibel Johnny Mann 
Records in brail Cautious step 

Loneliness 

Cloudless eyes, 
Graying hair 
Burning lights 
Prevention Magazine 
Steak and corn bread 
Brisk gait, 
She's leading me now. 
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BRUCE STANLEY 
Grade 9 
Heathwood Hall 

THE INNKEEPER 

The old innkeeper of Glory Hotel, 925 
Hudson Street, Little Rock, Arkansas, waits. 
The old innkeeper creeps up and down the stairs. 
She sits in her rocking chair 
needlepointing in the dark. 
She paces back and forth when she's bored. 
The old innkeeper, Mrs. Cunningham, 
waits for her husband to return 
from the dead. 

EMMETT HOWLF 
Grade 6 
Heathwood Hall 



THE McCALLS 

·Howard and Charley McCall were they, 
They didn't get along well, as people say. 
They would fight and fuss with each other. 
Each dreadfully hated the other. 
The worst type of brothers were they, 
And then, tragedy struck one day. 
Howard was 20, and Charley 15 
on the day that displayed this terrible scene. 
They were fussing again, and Charley got a gun. 
He was sick of Howard, and with him he'd be done. 
The gun was big and was very high-powered . 
He shot 3 times, 1 bullet struck Howard. 
Howard fell to the floor, and dying was he. 
Charley was crying regretfully. 
Charley's in prison, Howard is dead. 
They never got along well, it will always be said. 

MIKE LANE 
Grade 8 
Williams junior High 

RACE CAR DRIVER 

He gets his car in 
good condition 
and hopes he doesn't 
burn out the transmission, 
He's had many cars 
before, 
but now they all sit 
out his back door, 
Now he sets it up 
just right 
and gets ready to run on 
Saturday night. 

RANDY CEDAIR 
Grade 7 
Bryson Middfe 
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Keith is my name I belong to a gang. 
E is a letter that I like to write. 
I want a bike for my birthday. 
Teacher can I go to dust the eraser. 
Help me to that old race car now. 

Long ago a man killed a woman. 
A man died with a heart attack. 
Mom was cooking one day and she got hurt. 
A woman killed five men with a bat. 
Race that old race car now. 
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LAMAR GARVIN 
Grade 4 
McCelvey Elementary 

Go to the next house 
And ask for some 
Raw eggs please 
You are a nice boy. 

Gary is riding 
On a big 
Ox and 
Driving it too 

Go to the next house 
And ask for some 
Raw eggs please 
You are a nice boy. 

GARY G. 
Grade 4 
McCelvey Elementary 



OLD HOUSE 

Old house go to sleep 

OLD HOUSE ON OAKLAND AVENUE 

The old house on Oakland Avenue 
stands like an old man all slumped over. 
There is an old oak tree in the front yard. 
It creeps over the house 
like it is trying to go to sleep. 
The inside of the house is old 
and the paint is peeling 
like the skin of a snake. 

BRYAN PATTERSON 
Grade 9 
Sullivan junior High 

You've been rustled and torn by the wind 
You 've been overgrown by plants and trees 
Your owner has deserted you 
So sleep 

GREG GARRISON 
Grade 6 
Northwood Middle 

THE OLD HOUSE 

As I walked through the door of the old house 
I wondered what I would find in it. 
The house was empty of furniture, but the 
colorful wall paper seemed to bloom before me. 
There was no noise, just the sound of the 
wind. 

Dead black birds littered the floor. 
Just dead black birds. 

KEN BURGESS 
Grade 8 
R. H. Fulmer Middle 
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I FEEL LIKE A BIRD 

I feel like a bird ; 
People can analyze me, 
Question me, 
Search me, 
Destroy my will to live, 
Or build up my self confidence. 
But like a bird, 
I still hold secrets 
and mysteries, 
that I can only halfway figure out. 
Like a bird I can soar off into space, 
Searching for a goal. 
But like a bird, 
I can be shot down 
By a gunning remark 
Made from someone 
Who had no business shooting anyhow. 
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KEITH SMITH 
Grade 7 
Northwood Middle 

EAGLE 

As I flew from my perch 
on the side of the mountain 
I could feel the wind 
take me up higher. 
To fly to fly 
nothing is grander 
than to fly. 
Up to the sky I flew 
the blue of the sky 
the yellow of the sun 
the red of th e mountain 
and all was so wonderful 

DAVID ALTEMEYER 
Grade 8 
Bryson Middle School 



THE EAGLE 

If I could be an eagle I would fly 
All over the town of Elloree 
I would fly in the villages and 
I would swoop up a baby chicken 
And all the people in villages will 
Hate me and they would pick up sticks 
Then I would fly back up into the sky 
Where my baby eagles would want me to 
Feed them. Then the next day I 
Would go back to the villages and 
I would take a man's hat. Then 
The man will tell the people that 
The eagle had taken his hat. The people of 
The villages will run him out of town because 
Eagles never had taken anyone's hat before! 

Eagles fly 
free and high; 
eventually they die. 

STANLEY ADAMS 
Grade 6 
Elloree Elementary 

D. GILES 
john G. Richards Schoof 
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ARMADILLO 

zoo 

A place to see all the animals 
But never can touch them. 
Like the great big gorilla 
That ate his baby. 
The long alligator 
That got hung in the fence. 
The crazy monkey 
That strangled himself with his tail. 
The huge rhinocerous 
That butted the brick wall. 
The tall giraffe 
With a snake in his neck. 
The stank skunk 
Who died of his smell. 
The cheerful rabbit 
That hopped into a fire. 
And I'll never forget that zebra 
Who thought he was in jail 
When he broke loose! 

MYRON BELL 
Grade 8 
Aiken junior High 

Armadillo is like a army tank 
It's shell is hard as about 12 tons 
of brick. It doesn't have a sound that goes 
tick tick tick nor does it do any tricks. 
It's tale is like that of the alligator 
wherever it goes it makes a trai I as deep as 
the corner of the Nile or Mississippi River. 
He reminds me of a shining knight in armor 
with an oversize helmet upon its small but thick 
head of that of a kid that never listens 
to anyone. 
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CRISTY TAYLOR 
Grade 8 
Heathwood Hall 



HOLDING HANDS 

Elephants walking 
Along the trails 

Are holding hands 
By holding tails. 

Trunks and tails 
Are handy things 

When Elephants walk 
In circus rings. 

Elephants work 
And Elephants play 

And Elephants walk 
And feel so gay. 

And when they walk
It never fails 

They're holding hands 
By holding tails. 

An elephant's skin is like 

SUZETTE McKNIGHT 
Grade 8 
Southside junior High 

the gray skies when a storm is about 
to come up and its wrinkled skin 
is like the rough dried ground. 

DONNA McCARTER 
Grade 6 
Clover Middle 
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THE LIONESS 

I am a I ioness 

Though males think they rule the sun 
I hunt, they just eat 
I give birth, they take the credit 
I raise the family, they sit around 
I endure, they expire 

KATHY BYRNE 
Grade 10 
Spring Valley High 

Flopping down on the hearth in front of the fire all night 
My coat hot to the touch but just comfortable for me. 
Later, creeping through the blackness 
Cold, a stealthy intruder into mole houses. 

CATS 

I like cats 
because they 
agree with me. 
When I'm sad 
they're sad 
When I'm 
happy they 
rub against 
my legs. 
I like cats 
because they 
agree with 
me. 
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CAROLINE SMITH 
Grade 6 
Heathwood Hall 

CAROLINA O'ROURKE 
Grade 12 
Camden High 



THE CAT 

The cat is a daffodil! 
Blowing in the wind 

The cat is a cat 
The daffodil! is a daffodil! 
As they go walking 
As they go walking 
By the trees 

They tied it across the road, 
Siphoned gasoline 
is what the cat drank for water. 
Someone lit a match, 
the cat was screaming. 
Their bicycles were going fast, 
they skidded, 
their tires were burning, 
in the rotten smell of rubber. 
The scream got softer, 
so did their tires, 
Pretty soon, 
they were both gone. 
Tire and cat. 

REECE WILLIAMS 
Grade 10 
Dreher High 

CINDY STRINGFIELD 
Grade 7 
Aiken Junior High 
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THE DILEMNA OF CHICKENS 

These farmers, they expect too much of me. 
I sit here day in, day out 
Cooped up in this coop. 
You think I like it? 
Certainly not. 
I'd much rather be outside, 
Running in the breeze. 

And you talk about chauvinism! 
Hmph! That dumb rooster gets a lot of attention 
Because he can crow. 
So what! I taught him everything 
He knows. 
Listen to this, Cock-a-doodle-do, 
Can you do it any better? 

And these eggs, 
You think I like laying them? 
No sir! It takes a long time 
To produce a good egg, 
But these farmers want one everyday. 

You know what I'd like to do? 
Go swimming! 
But just because Cousin Gertrude 
Doesn't like water, all chickens 
Aren't supposed to. 

I wish they'd turn Cousin Gertrude 
Into fryers. 

LYNN REAMES 
Grade 6 
Bryson Middle 



A DOG OF EARTH 

A dog can be as wild as the wind 
The waves are as wild as a mad dog 
A dog crys like the rain drops 
Dogs can also be as small as a puddle of water 
I once knew a dog as big as life can expand 
It was the ugliest dog I ever knew 
Its paws were about the size of ice-bitten hands 
I wish that you knew this dog too 
His mane was as lifeless as To-To 
When To-To ran, it sounded like thunder 

I wish you had one like the one I had 
It was as lonely as the bold sun when it 
Hides behind a mountain 

JOHN HODGES 
Grade 11 
Ruffin High 

A pair of rabbits we got for Christmas 
At Easter we had 22. 
Supper that night was exquisitely fine 
"Say mom, what's in the stew?" 

PAUL GUERRY 
Grade 11 
Dreher High 
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MY HAMSTER 

My hamster 
is l ike a sma ll ka ngaroo 
w hen he sits up 
on hi s hind feet. 
He looks li ke a cobra 
w hen he packs his jaws 
full of food. 
He sounds 
li ke a chain saw 
w hen I'm tryi ng 
to go to sleep at ni ght. 

COBRA 

TERESA BRADLEY 
Grade 8 
Castle Heights junior High 

Lean mean machine 
Black coiled hose of hate 
Out of my way, or I'll prang you 
My onyx beads can see you hiding 
But those razor blades of grass can't save you 
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I' ll slithe and slither and pin you wriggling to a tree 
till with the darting black blurr life ebbs away 
through the angry red marks 
the cold glint of triumph reflected in obsidian. 

GRAHAM LANG 
Grade 12 
Camden High 



SNAKE 

If I was a snake I'd sneak 
Through the grass I'd catch 
A rat, I'd chase him all over 
The place, catch him and 
Eat him up! 

THE BOA 

The Boa is a rope 
a strong unyielding rope 
tightening and expanding 
its powerful cords of 
muscle as though they 
are rubber bands. 

It is merciless as 
the Prince of Darkness 
himself. 

It is hungry. 

TIM YARBOROUGH 
Grade 7 
Aiken junior High 

LEE WITT 
Grade 6 
Elloree Elementary School 
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"THRLJ THE EYES, 
BO CONSTRICTER" 

Alice Cooper, 
That big freak out. 

Alice Cooper, 
Boy, he likes to shout. 

I'm hi s Co nstri ctc r, 
The big one, yes . 

Boy, is Alice, 
Getti ng into my hai r. 

Alice, 
Like a bug 
Is always 
Wanting me to hug. 
Hi s st inkin stomach, 
Round and Round 
Hades, I think I've found. 
But next time I hu g 
I'll close his pore, 
And Alice Cooper 
Shall be no more. 
Even though I like his music. 
I'll close his pore, 
I' ll even fuse it. 

MARK SPITZ 

Mark Spitz he swims like a 

M IKE TIDWELL 
Grade 6 
R. H. Fulmer Middle 

fish. He has so many gold medals 
He could fill his wall with 
gold. He swims like a fish but 
he looks like a walrus. 

MARK DAVIS 
Grade 5 
Wardlaw Elementary 



ELVIS 

Elvis Pressly is a kooky nut. 
He's always running around shaking 
his hips like he had an itch 
on his side and he was trying 
to scratch it with his hip. 
He tries to play a guitar, but he 
doesn't know how. 
He shakes like a monkey in top of 
a tree, 
but he's a kooky nut if you ask me. 

(You ain ' t nothing 
but a hound dog). 

BILLIE JEAN KING 

Billie Jean King, 
Sure does her thing. 
She plays tennis; 
I wonder if she has 
Ever played with a man 
Named Dennis? 
Billie jean King sure 
Can win . 
She can even beat 
The men! 

DAVID HOWARD 
Grade 7 
Bryson Middle 

TINA GANTT 
Grade 6 
Wardlaw Elementary 
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What would have happened if 
Lincoln had no clean pants to 
wear to the theater? 
Would he have sent out to one hour martinizing 
or would he just not have gone? 
Would he have gone screaming down 
the White House halls without pants on yelling " Mary Todd! 
Where on God's green earth (or in the White 
House) are those pants I was going 
to wear tonight? " Followed by words 
that Presidents were not supposed to know 
at that time? 
Would Mary answer him with a giggle & " Don' t you 
remember, dear, you spilled that Bloody 
Mary on it 3 days ago?" 
If he had stayed home sulking, would 
he have been comforted by watching 
" Little House on the 
Prairie" followed by " Lucas Tanner" 
Or would he just go to bed & cry 
himself to sleep? 

SUPPOSE 

Suppose I was a cloud 
I would be white as snow 
thin as air, fluffy as cotton 
And I could hide the sun . 

ROBERTA COOPER 
Grade 8 
Northwood Middle 

MELANIE CRAIG 
Grade 6 
Bryson Middle 



I would like to be a wizard 
And I could turn myself into a lizard 
I could do anything I wanted 
I cou.ld make a ghost and every house 
would be haunted 
I would like to be a frog 
and sit and sit on a log. 
I could see good at night 
and I would stay out of sight. 
I would like to be a goat 
And I could even like to eat a coat 
I would like to be a bee 
But really really be me. 

NEIL DIAMOND 

ALLISON W. 
Grade 4 
Catawba Academy 

If I was Neil Diamond's wife 
I would be so nice. 
I would travel with him 
give out autographs and photographs. 
If I was Neil Diamond's wife I would 
give out free passes, 

and the first one 
to make a pass at him 
I'll bust 'em. 

SANDRA BRITT 
Grade 6 
Wardlaw Elementary 
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I feel a change coming over me, 
Something that seems unreal, 
But now I find myself walking 
on all fours, 
carrying around a bone. 

My ears are long and droppy, 
And are always in my food, 
The cat next door goes crazy, 
When I'm out for my daily run. 

Oh how my life has changed 
From hands to paws and steak 
to bones, 
I really have it easy now, 
The only work I ever do is 
bury my bone and dig it 
up again! 

ANN COFFEE 
Grade 12 
Camden High 

CHANGING 

A long time ago 
I use to be a squirt. 
But now I'm in the fifth grade 
And now I flirt. 
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I use to wear old clothes, 
But now I'm a grown man 
teaching girls 
how to pose. 

JOEY KING 
Grade 5 
Wardlaw Elementary 



I am a litter rat 
and I make holes 
in people's houses 
When the people are in 
the bed me and my litter 
brother make holes. 

I was once a 
diesel truck 
that made the hauls 
around the Smokies 
with a Tijuana taxi 
on my tail 
and my name is 

Seagull. 

ROBERT HEATH 
Grade 4 
McCe/vey Elementary 

Secretly, I'm a pine tree. 

ERIC EILER 
Grade 8 
Moore junior High 

I was chopped down by a heartless purple Martian. 
A little blue deer happened along 
And painted me partly orange. 
So now, I'm a psychedelic bed post 
In a home for retarded hippies. 

KAY SINGLETARY 
Grade 9 
Holly Hill High 
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MY SECRET TREE 

In my neighbors yard there 
stands a tree, 

It's kinda small, the right size 
for me. 

When I look from it I see 
my brother play ball, 

I look around, I can see it 
all. 

I sit on a branch and think 
some thoughts. 

I remember back to some awful 
faults. 

I get my knife and carve 
my initials on it 

If the neighbors knew, 
they'd pitch a fit. 

That's all I have to say about 
my secret tree, 

My special tree just it 
and me. 

MELANIE McLEAN 
Grade 5 
Atlas Road 



My tree stands 
like the king of the land. 
l'ts great arms form cradles 
for children to play in. 
In summer, it brings forth 
its gift of fruit, 
the juicy red apples 
the color of hearts. 
Nice and large 
they are an art 
all their own. 

JILL ARMSTRONG 
Grade 9 
Castle Heights Junior High 

The meadow stood just between 
yesterday and 

right before tomorrow. 
Trees, like gods stretched 
to the .sky, their branches 

brushing the heavens. 
Leaves dancing in the wind 
blow about wildly, not noticing 
the caterpillars munching away 

quietly 
on their stems. 

No one remembers who rolled 
in the grass 

nor do they remember their 
very first picnic here. 
All that they see is 

a field of grass 
in between two roads 

of tar 
and just below 

tomorrow. 

RUTH SMYRL 
Grade 9 
Dent Junior High 
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ON THE WHITE HORSE 

Radio reruns of the Lone Ranger 
conjure a white bicycle: 
a girl of nine in brown pigtails 
and a pink nylon sweater in a faded picture, 
halfway between D-Day and Berlin 
when metal for new bikes had gone to war. 

Her preacher uncle died that yea r 
and left her twenty-five dollars cash : 
she read and read the want ads till they said 

"Girls bicycle, used. In good 
condition. Needs some paint." 

Paint it yourself is the only way, 
her mother said as the ride drove up 
for the night shift at the Navy Yard, 
and the child chose white. 

Even the chrome handlebars 
and the kickstand got an icing coat. 
Sammy on the corner laughed 
when she started in to paint the seat, 
so she pinned him 
two falls out of three. 

Once she gave the tabby-cat a ride, 
and her buff-colored rabbit 
with its blue eyes stark in the wind. 
The night the fertilizer mill burned down, 
She pedaled six blocks there no hands. 

Later, lying on the cool lineo leum, 
hearing the sound of hoofbea ts 
fade into the distance 
behind the walnut console, 
she needed small pretending 
to copy his crusade, white horse, no hands. 

ALICE CABANISS 
From The Dark Bus 
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SPINNING THE CHANNELS, THERE'S jUST 
ALL SORTS OF ANIMAL SHOWS ON SUNDAY 

Someone says: Quail hunting is my 
sport. Then that part 
of the film goes silent. We get 
his back, the dog's stiff 
tail and a shotgun pointed south. 
The camera walks slow, 
pans the trees, then 
lifts quick as if it were the real 
eye and shoots off 
into the real foreground. 
Two fall dead. The studio 
says It was just 
a real fine time. Something is 
hurried up and you get a cut 
to the local bank and how 
you can invest your big dollars at SV4. 
The studio looks into the camera 
and says there's just enough 
time for the fish and wind report: 
The weather's just real 
funny for anythi 'ng and never 
use a snaffle on your crappie 
jig. 

D. CLINTON 
From Poetry Now 
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I remember when we tried 
To build an airplane 
out of a barrel. 
I remember when my cousin and I 
agreed not to speak again and 
communicate with our eyes. 
When I used to give my brother cookies 
To put my shoes on the right feet. 
I remember when I thought 
I would live forever and forever. 
And when I found out that I would die, 
I was afraid. 

STANLEY JAMES 
Grade 12 
Holly Hill High 

MAD, MAD, SAD 

An angry face 
a closed door 
feet stomping 
radio turned up loud 
All described in one lonely picture taken in sad light. 
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My only possession, a single photograph, 
turned into a treasure . 
The last time I will ever see them will be on a piece 
of paper. 
Sometimes I wonder about them and their angry faces 
But it's all gone now, 
Forever. 

TONY BISSELL 
Grade 6 
Heathwood Hall 



THE AUTUMN TREE 

In the crisp air there is 
a smell of smoke and 
somewhere a fox barks 
somewhere, in the dark , 
a lonely boy sits high 
in the tree. 

TRAPPED 

A simple pleasing air, 

colorful and clear, 

but oh how I hated 

it. 

Some unknown human instinct. 

gave me the feeling of a 

caged animal. 

It made me remember 

remember everything I had 

ever loved or hated. 

Memories can hurt-

a laughing little waltz , 

a death sentence. 

DOROTHY FOWLES 
Grade 7 
Heathwood Hall 

DOROTHY FOWLES 
Grade 7 
Heathwood Hall 
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CONFEDERATE VICTORY 

This is the battle of Possum Ridge, 
The Yankees have already blown up our bridge. 
There was a Rebel behind every rock, 
But Abe's boys had the road blocked. 
We fought and we fought, 
But those bluebellies were never to be caught. 
We were outnumbered forty to one, 
Because every Yankee had twenty guns. 
Cannons roared and rifles sang lead, 
That's why every Yankee covered up his head. 
They ran down to the creek, 
But we'd been waiting for them a week. 
They scattered like flies, 
As if they were running after pies. 
Then they rallied to come back to fight, 
But we said that just isn't right. 
So we got our guns and hid in the trees, 
And here they came, humming like bees. 
They started shooting every which way, 
One bluebelly even shot at a bale of hay. 
They started wondering where we were at, 
Because there was no lead flying back. 
Then the sky started raining Rebels, 
They were surprized because they were looking at eyesight level. 
We've captured their whole infantry, 
Because all a Rebel can spell is victory. 

RECESS 

Recess with gun in hand, 
To have a war. 
To fight a last stand, 
To never die, 
But just pretend. 

TIMMY BENSON 
Grade 8 
Williams junior High 

IRBY RENTZ 
DAVID TEVEPAUGH 
Grade 5 
Atlas Road 



WORLD WAR II 

The pops of rifle fire 
The booms of explosions 
A strange odor of corroded bodies 
The roars of engines 

WORLD WAR THREE 

The groans of the wounded 
And the yells of men dying 

in open fields 
The yelps of victory and the 

yelps of de?th. 
The smell of death 

in open fields. 

As night fell on the camp 
and everyone was fast asleep 
all of a sudden 
that old stupid man 
blew that old horn. 
Everyone jumped up 
and in two minutes 
everyone else had their gun 
ready to shoot 
and then 
World War Three 
began. 

DERRICK WATTS 
Grade 4 
Millwood Elementary 

CLARK SMITH 
Grade 7 
Heathwood Hall 
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War scenes or sounds are 
exciting to us. 
But to a so ldier it is 
terrifying. 
It brings back memories of 
th e past. 
or th e people they have killed 
or see n kill ed. 
It looks like fun to us. 
But to them it looks li ke blood. 
It tastes like popcorn to us. 
But to them it tastes li ke 
dirt. 
It will smell li ke cookies 
to us. 
It would smell like dead 
people to them . 
So if you are around a 
so ldi er and has a missin g 
arm or leg don ' t talk about 
the war, talk abo ut something 
good, O.K. ? 

MELA IE McCLAIN 
Grade 5 
Atlas Road 

THE BATTLE 

The battl e was raging all around, 
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Men from both sides were being shot down; 
I didn't think I could take much more, 
I'd never seen fighting like this before. 
The next move was mine-
1 switched to channel nine. 

RODNEY KELLEY 
Grade 12 
Wren High 



TWO IN LOVE 

We think of love as a simple thing 
Comparing it to the gentleness of a feather 
But the feather is on a wing 
And the wing falls apart in bad weather 

VERNON GRAHAM 
Grade 10 
Holly Hill Intermediate 

RUNAWAYS 

Teresa and Darlene Blackmon have left home again 
Teresa has light brown hair and blue green eyes 
She is wearing a blue and white top 
And blue pants. 
Darlene has dark brown hair and brown eyes 
She is wearing a white top that says 
"Dirty old men need love too" 

If you see these girls 
Call the law. 
Do not try to catch them yourself 
Repeat 
Do not try to catch them for yourself. 

TERESA BLACKMON 
Willow Lane School 
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The fairy's dance is strange 
while the ogre looks on 
he stamps his feet. 
Then a gargoyle's laugh 
echos through the stone chamber 
Peek inside and your mind is frozen, 
your body is in a zombie state, 
your eyes still see the rainbow 
but don't worry about the gold 
because this wierd band has tiffed it. 

DON TRULUCK 
john G. Richards School 

Will the sun ever see, 
The like of me; 
or will it burn out before I am free. 

JOHN G. RICHARDS TASTES LIKE 

Frozen fish in the winter 
A menthol cigarette butt in spring 
Hot vinegar in summer 
Burnt leaves in fall 
Home tastes like 
Jello in the winter 
Apple pie in the spring 
Ice cream in the summer 
Hot chocolate in the fall. 

BILLY RAY 

BARRIE SCOULAR 
john G. Richards School 

John G. Richards School 
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ELLOREE 

Elloree where are you? 
Why won't you answer me now? 
I know how you must feel 
Hiding you r hate in streets, 
alleys, stores and anywhere you must. 
Even though you have changed 

" A Littl e" 
You seem to neve r be able 
to accept changes. 

Elloree you rai sed me to 
be what I am, 
but you didn ' t completely rule my mind. 
As everything should change you "E lloree" 
You seem not to want a change. 
Why can't everyone be brothers? 

Elloree, your thoughts are concentrated in your 
red eyes and harsh voices 

From your police 
to your Mayor 
From your Merchants 
to your Businessmen 
From your rich 
to your poor 
Why can't everyone be brothers? 

Elloree, surely you who are in the dark, 
must desire the light. 
But is your desire enough? 
No, you could only see the 
Brightness of a star 
Your malice Black for White 

White for Black 
Will sure ly be your end. 
Why can't everyone be brothers? 

Yes, Elloree, to those who love each other. 
Love in the end will be 
your greatest treasure. 

Now say, 
Why can't we all be brothers? 

We can it we really 
want to. 

RODNEY ANDERSON 
Grade 9 
Elloree High 
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LONDON 

London with funny talking people 
London with long narrow roads 
London with dark, creepy castles 
London whose houses are small 
London whose rivers are wide 
London with fine shaped women 
London whose cars are quick 
London whose roads are made of brick 
London with short, fat policemen 
London whose chickens can dance 
London with people who pray a lot 
London with talking dogs 
London with towering ducks 
London with cats that fly 
London whose people don't die 
London whose girls have long black hair 
London whose girls are indescribable and fascinating 
London with girls who can't stay away from me 
London with girls who love me 

DANIEL LINGARD 
Grade 9 
Ruffin High 



A PLACE CALLED BALLOOGA 

The people of Ballooga 
really are a sight! 
They are gray in the day 
and brown at night. 
And ifyouevergothere 
never touch the people 
because they feel a lot 
like a church 's steeple. 
And all you ever see there 
is gray and brown 
because that's the colors 
they painted their town. 
And the only sound you ever hear 
is gleek gleep gleek 
because glop is the only language 
they ever speak. 
Ballooga smells of foot odor 
because they take off their shoes 
every time they turn brown 
and take themselves a snooze. 
And the Balloogan flowers 
all taste like honey 
and the Balloogans sell them 
for a whole lot of money. 
So don't ever go there 
unless you think you're rugged 
because when you get there 
you're liable to get mugged! 

LORI RIDLEY 
Grade 4 
Millwood Elementary 
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COLOR SCHIZOPHRENIC 

On sun days 
the poet in me 
nurtured by pleasant English teachers 
sees chartreuse as the color of 
baby chick fuzz against Easter basket grass , 
the thin sweet sound born of a bamboo flute, 
the flavor of young asparagus warm 
beneath a cheese sauce blanket 
or butter beans dejacketed 
and simmering for supper. 

On un-days 
the goat in me 
butting against the memory of 
the annual dose of calomel 
in the springs of my childhood 
sees chartreuse as the bilious green 
of graveyards of decapitated onions 
massacred in the first lawn cutting, 
the shreik of yellow chalk scratched 
across a green slate blackboard, 
the stems and pale limp leaves 
of hospital flowers finally being emptied , 
the taste of a silver plated spoon left 
overnight in a jar of mayonnaise . 

GRACE BEACHAM FREEMAN 
From The New Republic 
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LA SOCIETE LITERAIRE DES DAMES 

Summer clouds move like bleached bone 
above the red mouths of roses 

opened by the rain: Thin cups 
touch saucers with smooth clicks 

above the shrill conversation 
punctuated with cackling laughter 

and the eye is held for a moment 
by the spectrum of tearing claws 

amid swirling crinoline: After 
the rain has stopped, they move 

in flocks from the veranda, taking 
the aged poet through glass doors 

onto the lawn and like cluttering 
hawks devour their new found prize. 

WALTER GRIFFIN 
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CHINA DOLLS 

China dolls with painted faces 
Occupy their rightful places. 
Underneath, a heart of stone 
Surrounded by a cage of bone. 
Beneath the blanket of the night 
Their bodies twist with mad delight. 
Hissing, hissing all around 
The room is filled with demon sound. 
Morning whispers through the windows, 
Now they rest, and once again 
The china dolls with painted faces 
Occupy their rightful places . 
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BETH HUGGINS 
Grade 12 
Wren High 

SOUNDS 

around the world 
all kinds of sounds 
you'll find 
there, but you'll 
never find the 
sound you like 
unless you like 
the sound of the 
crickets and the howl 
of the wolf and all 
the different sounds 
of the mockingbird 

ARCHIE CARNES 
Grade 4 
Atlas Road Elementary 



WARDLAW'S NOISY 

It's noisy all through the year. 
Tell you the truth it's bad for your ears 
To hear the people yelling. 
It is kind of quiet at spelling. 
All kinds of birds chirping. 
Children in the lunch room 
drinking milk and slurping. 
Pupils sliding in the halls. 
And mostly boys kicking footballs. 
Girls screaming their heads off. 
Right then I heard someone cough. 

JOEY KING 
Grade 5 
Wardlaw Elementary 

THUNDER IN MY FATHER'S VOICE 

Booming, crashing, my father's eyes flash at us, 
Lightning comes from his eyes like balls of 
fire striking a wooden hut. 
Finally the rain comes pouring down in sheets 
and then stops, like it never came. 
The sunshine breaks through and 
the thunder in my father's voice is over. 

MARIAN FISHBURNE 
Grade 6 
Heathwood Hall 
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FATHER 
Father, who are you? 
Father, I needed you and 

You went away. 
Father, why did you go? 
Father, where did you go? 

I didn't really know you. 
I always thought of you as 

Someone I'd like to be. 
But you deprived me of that chance. 

Father, should I be angry? 
Father, should I be happy? 
Father, what should I be. 
Father, answer me. 

BERNARD SINKLER 
Grade 11 
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Holly Hill High 

He stands tall and dark. 
His hands, rough, calloused, dry. 
His hair, faded from days under a hot sun 
His face, reddened by its unfeeling rays. 
My father, 
A man- firm yet gentle 
Like his hands. 
He lives, sometimes with pain. 
He loves, for in loving he is able 

to give what little he has. 
My father- a man. 

MARK HILTON 
Grade 12 
Holly Hill High 



MOM 

I know I shouldn't have 
but I really did 
I beat up little pipsqueak 
Sid. 

P.S. 
don ' t get mad 
get glad, 
cause from now 
on I ittle brother 
Sid won't be bad. 

KATHERINE SINGLETARY 
Grade 9 
Belleville junior High 

SORRY, PLEASE? 

Sorry Mom; I broke the lamp, 
It fell when I was sitting here, 
Minding my business; how I fear. 
I know! I'm a little scamp. 

Sorry Dad; I didn't see, 
Your box of tools standing there. 
I ran across without a care, 
And trip; poor me. 

Sorry John; I killed your snake, 
He was running fast across the grass. 
He scared me, he did, he really did. 
I'm sorry I hit him with the rake. 

Sorry family; that I am here, 
But to all of you, I think of dear. 

RICK ALLEN 
Grade 8 
Aiken junior High 
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MY FRIEND 

What happened to the 

non-fro you used to have? And 

the glasses-where are they from? 

Where'd you pick up "honky", "mother", 

"funky", "turkey", "get down", "get it up" 

and "shake it"? Pittsburgh? 

You went from the Tom to the 

true Black. I liked you better as 

my friend. 

MY OLD LOVABLE GRANDMOTHER 

My old grandmother shuffling 
through the house 
like a tired little penguin, 
bent over the same shape as her cane, 
shaking as if she was about to freeze, 
thinking she is as young as I am, 

STEVE McGOWAN 
Grade 9 
Heathwood Hall 

telling me stories, scaring me half to death, 
but I stil l love her. 
She's a good old Grandmother' 

TONY WALTON 
Grade 9 
Rawlinson Road junior High 



MY PET 
My pet is a hen. She's so smart like a dog I named her Snoopy. 
She smells like perfume when I give her a bath. She is so picky 
she picks on Redbarin. Redbarin picks back at her. But the funny 
part is how they run. They run like someone who has their hands 
tied behind their back. 

ERNESTINE MURRAY 
Grade 5 
Holly Hill Intermediate 

MY NOSE 

My nose is big and wide 
sometimes it should hide 
But it's imposs ible because
it's a part of my face 
And it seems to be running a 
race .. 

Of it I am ashamed 
and it might go to the Nose 
of Fame. 

Of it I seem to be secure 
but in other words I'm 
very unsure. 

It's a gift that god had given me 
but it makes me feel 
like I've just been stung by a 
bee. 

MARY LUCAS 
Grade 9 
Belleville junior High 
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MY FEET 

Why do you have 
to get in my way? 
You trip me 
and let me fall. 
You walk when 
I want to run. 
You cover yourself 
with shoes, 
so I can't see you. 
I like you, 
but I like my hands better. 
At least they 
catch me when I fall. 
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JILL GORE 
Grade 8 
Poynor junior High 

MY DOG 

He is brown and white 
The size of a tricycle for a six year old 
With 42 white teeth and black nose and brown ears 
He looks like snow flakes falling from the sky 
That's my dog. 
He walks with his head to the sky 
On his tip toes. That's my dog. 
His hobby is fighting karate on the streets 
With Bulldogs and German Shepherds. 
That's my dog. 
He's the meanest dog on the street 
All the woman dogs run after him. 
My snow flakey dog. 

BRENDA WILSON 
Willow Lane Schoof 



MY BUS 

hate 
bus 

my 

People sticking 
chewing gum in 
Barbara's hair 

Boys claiming seats 
that 

don't Beating 
Susan 

on 
the 

Falling 
out 

of 

have 
their 

name 
on 

it 
Dropping 
all of 

the door 
because 

the 

your 
books 

when 
the 

bus 

head 

Nasty 
writing 

on 
the 

steps 
are 

stops 
fast 

seats 

too 
steep 

hate my bus can 
you see why? 

I met him last night, 
we're getting married today. 
-Hey Mom, you okay? 

KAREN BAGWELL 
Grade 11 
Wren High 

TINA SMALL 
Grade 10 
Dreher High 
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MY SECRET LOVER 

I cannot say his name 
But I love him just the same 

I cannot see him now 
But I love him anyhow 

I cannot hear his voice 
But I love him the most 

I cannot see him smile 
But I'll love him for a while 

I cannot hold him in my arms 
But I know I can't cause him any harm 

I cannot get with him in public 
But I sure can sneak and snuggle it. 
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CHERYL MACE 
Wilfow Lane School 

LETTER TO A FRIEND 

Lynn I wonder where 
you've been these past 
few years. Did you have 
tears in your face. Did 
your heart have an open 
space? 

SHIRLEY RILEY 
Grade 4 
Atlas Road Elementary 



ALONE 

Alone is not just being by yourself. 
Alone is inside 

When you think no one cares 
Or when time seems to stop 

on sad moments. 
Alone is when you write a poem 

and no one ever reads it. 

KATHY ABERCROMBIE 
Grade 9 
Woodruff Junior High 

YOU AND I 

You said you would call 
You promised 
We both knew you couldn't 
So why did I wait 
You said you would come over 
You promised 
We both knew you wouldn't 
So why did I cry 
You said you would write 
You promised 
We both knew you couldn't 
So why did I hurt 
You said you would love me forever 
You promised 
We both knew you wouldn't 
But you promised 
You and I knew it was over 
But you promised. 

TONI PARRY 
Grade 11 
Camden High 
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THE PLANTER 

Mr. Rivers bounced kindly smiles 
to all his hands. 

He rode about New jerusalem Plantation 
on a spirited albino mule, 
a biter with enormous yellowed teeth, 
pink eyes and curled lashes. 

Frantic stick children, 
bellies swollen tighter than 
basketballs, ganged at a distance. 
Reining in the mule, 
the planter leaned from 
his saddle 
exposing nicotine teeth, 
sowing penny suckers. 

CHARLES HENLEY 
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AN OLD FRIEND 

You must see her as I have 
When duck-calls in Carolina 
Blew death into the sky; 
As I have on May mornings 
When waking oaks shook themselves 
Like dogs coming out of the sea; 
You must see her 
As mariners see flying jibs 
Tightened by buckets of wind. 

You should imagine, 
Stretching tautly out as flute music, 
An endless pink lake in Africa 
Planted with sleeping flamingos; 
And you should place 
Your flattened palm upon the water 
And gently cup its pressure. 

If you would know her, 
Walk out into an ocean 
Warmer than air. 
Fill your mouth with sea water 
And swim down and 
Lie on the bottom 
Until you see yourself dead. 
Then swallow the sea water 
And rise to the surface 
Like a dead man or a lover. 

You must see her as I have, 
Walking away into a nightmare 
Of people on a crowded sidewalk, 
And see a final fragment of hair 
Vanish behind a bobbing head. 

JAMES A. LEWIS 
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LONELINESS 

I sit and pull grass on and on, 
wishing somebody would 
come to my inner space and 
pull me out of my own void 
past the stars, planets, to my 
dream-world Narnia, so 
Alsan could lick my wounds of loneliness. 

FRIEND 
Come, let me share with you the secrets of my person 
Let me take your mind in my power 
And mold it into something beautiful 
Live with me, love with me 

I am a woman and I 
Can love and be loved by you 

Give me your soul that I might live your life for you 
Let me show you life, let me show you love 
I have a power in my heart 
One so strong that it could dim the brightness of the 

sun 
The power is love 

Let me lead you into the night 
And lay you down in sweet green meadows 
Under shimmering stars in the tranquil hours 
Of the breaking of day. 

WILLIAM THOMAS 
REDWINE 

Grade 6 
Heathwood Hall 

CELESTE WEATHERS 
Willow Lane School 
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PEAKING 

I, reaching the peak, 
Watch the sun 
As she winks to sleep. 
Darkness appears (blue-brunette 
Filling the universe 
With diamond jewels.) 

I, breathing the fresh fragrance, 
Rest in the cold, 
Shivering and cuddling 
In my bag. 

I, waking with the sun, 
Open my eyes 

As she hers, 
Daylight approaches (golden-blonde 
With grace slowly 
Bathing morning in crystal dew.) 

Mother earth's nakedness 
Reveals my nakedness 
Lifting laughter 
Through the breeze. 

IRENE TISDALE 
Grade 11 
Spring Valley 

THE EVENING 

There was a yellow butterfly 
flying over the dead soybean crop, 
soft wind blowing in the old run-down 
barn and crickets chirping in the evening. 

ANNA POWE 
Grade 6 
Heathwood Hall 
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Boy, was it a dark night 
When the bears of Ursa Major and Minor 
Along with the twins of the constellation 
Genesis 
Took the Big and Little Dippers 
And drank the milk from the Milky Way 
And ate the moon for a cookie. 

ANTHONY LANGFORD 
Grade 8 
Aiken junior High 

It's cold and moist 
smells sweet and fresh too 
feels funny to in a purple world 
fluffy moon like clouds 
stars hanging down. 

THE MOON 

The moon seemed to wink at me 
As I sat in the damp sand 
With the wind blowing softly through my hair 

The moon seemed to smile at me 
As the restless ocean rolled about 
And you held me in your arms 

The moon seemed to laugh at me 
As I reached out for you 
And you were no longer there 
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DARLENE McABEE 
Grade 11 
Wren High 

ANGELA BRYANT 
Grade 4 
McCe/vey Elementary 



STAR 

I liken my li fe 
to a ship 

THE MOON IS AN OWL 

As the moon begins to move 
The owl begins to hoot 
The moon reflects the sky 
as the rain effects the sun 
The owl makes his struggles 
through the night 
As the moon beautifies the sky 
The moon is me when I am 

full of joy 
The owl is me when I am 

struggling for life 

sailing through 
unknown waters, 
and as I make port 
one day here 
one day there 
my vessel grows to learn 
the ways of the sea. 
Many a raging storm I meet 
and times of desperation 
but I look up to my 
North Star 
My Lord, my God, my guiding light 
shining bright 
against the deep and dark 
depths of time. 

DENVER JOHNSON 
Grade 12 
Wren High 

BARBARA BROWN 
Grade 11 
Ruffin High 
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HOMAGE TO THE SUN 

The people give worship to the sun. 
They praise their god, the only one. 
They see it as a fiery cart. 
Streaking across the sky like a dart. 

They feel its warm lovely glow 
And expect it to melt winter's snow. 
They seem to hear its wheels rumble across the sky, 
Above the clouds, way up high. 

They smell the flowers thrown to the sky 
And hope the god will not let them die, 
The people taste the food of their god, 
That helps it to grow from the well watered sod. 

They dance and play, 
And sing all day, 
To give something to the only one, 
To give homage to the sun. 

KENNETH WOFFORD 
Grade 8 
Woodruff junior High 

I like to watch the stars and moon 
I like to watch the stars at night. 
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I like to watch the moon at night. 
And I would like to feel the 
stars and wish that I was one 
up there in the sky. 

MELISSA KIMBLE 
Grade 4 
McCefvey Elementary 



THE STARS 

Stars are bright and beautiful. 
They're hot and yellow 
But nobody tries to reach for them. 
They whisper the answer. 
But nobody ever listens. 

They taste like melted butter and honey. 
But nobody wants to taste them. 
They smell like heaven 
But nobody will try to smell them. 

Stars are life-
But nobody tries to understand it. 

STARLA 
Grade 9 
Woodruff junior High 

MARS 

They say that we are alike, you and I. 
Fiery, red, and burning. 
They say that you are my ruling planet. 
You! Named after Mars, god of War! 
Are you really what is left of him? 
I'm not sure I want to be ruled, 
Especially by one so full of hate. 
Or do you burn with love? 
Maybe, if one looked under the fiery exterior, 
They would really know. 

CATHY JOSEPH 
Grade 8 
Aiken Junior High 
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THE DAY I LOOK IN THE SKY 

As I lie on the grass that has turned all brown, 
I look into the sky, so big and round. 
The sun is gone, the moon is out, 
I see the Big Dipper, bold and stout. 
The temperature's 50, and that's pretty cold ; 
the leaves on the trees are all red and gold. 
The wind is blowing, the leaves are falling
And I've got to go in , my mother is calling. 

THE WINTER IS A MAD DOG 

The winter is a mad dog 
Whimpering on your door step 
Let me in 
I've come to cool you 
From these hot days 
You open the door 
Curiously 
Slam 
He's in 
You're cold 
Nothing you can do 
jack Frost just bit you 
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LEROY W RIGHT 
Grade 10 
Spring Valley High 

DAVID HALL 
Grade 6 
Millwood Elementary 



THE WIND & MAN 

We stop this program for a special report 
The wind that we feared has not stopped short 
All houses that were built near the port 
Must be emptied including the hotel resort. 

We all have heard the preacher say 
That God would punish us in this way 

Please God we know we are guilty men 
We all know we have become the wind 

We kill, destroy, we show no courtesy 
But please please show us your mercy! 

ROBBY DUKES 
Grade 8 
Belleville junior High 

Fog is a giant 
smoking a pack of Virginia Slims. 
Wind is a man using a fan 
that won't turn off. 
Tornado is a giant's baby 
playing with a huge top 
that won't stop! 

CINDY SHEPHERD 
Grade 6 
Clover Middle 
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such an eerie uncurling of the air 
six winds in a cornfield 
voiceless crows up out of the sun 
to clutter the dawn with shadow 
and a single something 
in the deep green above my head 

there 
in that first sun 
of first day 
i saw the ghosts of ancient whales 
rolling up into the light 
at the edge of the sky 
great ancient red-gold whales 
rolling up out of the sea of corn 
to splash the sky with crimson 

beneath me 
the earth breathed 
sighed 
stirring out of sleep 
grasses remembered kingly tassles 
long since shorn 
i felt the grasses trembling 
in their dreams 

there 
in that first morning 
i felt myself 
at the center of things 
i saw a thread of sunlight 
through the eye 
of Time's needle 

BRYAN LINDSAY 
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LULLABY 

Lie very still, and think how you have grown, 
And how at last your thoughts and dreams are free, 
And sleep will come-but you must lie alone. 

The night is close and sweet and all your own, 
The darkness vast and friendly as the sea; 
Lie very still, and think how you have grown. 

Command the shadows whic:1 lhe trees have thrown 
Upon your wall to dance triumphantly, 
And sleep will come, though ycu must lie alone . 

Rehearse your dreams in every jcy you've known, 
And teach them to rejoice in things to be; 
Li e very still, and think how you have grown. 

Don't waste the night, fer dzu :( and light arc one, 
And all is time, and its lock has no key-
And sleep will come, and you must lie alone. 

Lie very still, and think how you have grown, 
And how the dark smacks of eternity, 
How sleep shall come, how each must lie alone: 
Lash light from soul, and learn what soul can see. 

ARTHUR LUMPKIN 
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RAIN IS ... 

Rain is a big picture window 
That has a glowing face 
Looking out as yours looks in 

Rain is as soft as a pink petal rose 
Rain is as hard as the sting of tiny pebbles 
That are thrown at you for spite 

Rain is as solemn as the face of a heartbroken mother 
Who has seen her child leave her 
Rain is as happy as a fi;-st true love 
That takes your heart away 
With the first words of sincerety. 

TORNADO 

An old weary tornado 
who had been wailing 
and tormenting trees and houses 
for days like a dictator 
with the wind as his whip 
was slowly running out 
of his destructive breath. 
He was like a vacuum cleaner 
whose plug is suddenly jerked 
out of the wall socket! 
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BRIAN THOMPSON 
Grade 9 
Sulfivan Junior High 

CELESTE WEATHERS 
Willow Lane Schoof 



POWER FAILURE 

Mother Nature, my sweet friend, 
You've spiced up my day with your frolic, 
An icy-cold morning, rainy and drab, 
Is changed to a free-day for all. 
You've clipped off the juice, and all has turned dark, 
You've beaten Man's advanced mechanics, 
So we are let out at 10:25 
To go home and respect your cold water. 

Rusted leaves falling 
from the barren trees. Now the 
sun has fallen too. 

WIND 

KATHY GREGORY 
Grade 11 
Wren High 

ANDREA BLAKE 
Grade 12 
Spring Valley 

The wind moans its story of desertion down the chimney. 
The floors creak under the weight of those long gone. 
A forgotten wind chime tinkles like champagne glasses meeting. 
In the garden shadows of lovers still cling, 

Whispering and laughing forever. 

BETH HUGGINS 
Grade 12 
Wren High 
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I. High grass; jungle, or is it shade trees 
which surround her lifetime? 
Smooth movement 

Rumpled head, like beads 
impressed against her forehead 
and life upon her like across, 
perhaps white lightning. 
Bright beads, encircling 
warm nose holders and 
ear hangers. Calm vibrancy of life. 

Another way. 
II. Here sits something familar 

in all the papers 
from some program I always 

ignored. 
Some cooling desert scene instead. 
But mountain meanderings here too 
can be seen. 
Glossamer travels of swirls, 
Clouds of light reflection -
Blue travels too, in chemicals 
and water. To dive from here 
to there. 

What a splash! 
On running, like when the ocean first 
approaches? 
Perhaps a slow adaptation to the changing 
temperature? 
I am already on the planet. 
I enjoy the view from out there 
I cringe sometimes here, 
but enjoy from here. 

Ill. Cracks fill the picture 
hold it to the dark around; beyond? 
Crawled into the cracks, 
resting for rest 
livers sitting out to 
totally enjoy the food they've 
eaten. 
The view they live in 
life, a total view; they, the cliffhangers. 

ROBIN PARROTT 
Grade 12 
Spring Valley 



LIGHTS 

Headlights suspended above the silent 
road, fading into the black night forever. 

Candlelight glowing in a circular hue, 
eating the naive vows of young lovers. 

Sunlight bursting forth across the sky, 
bringing golden dreams, and then creeping away. 

Flashlights searching in the darkness 

for something lost, or for something unknown. 
Moonlight peeping through rustling 

curtains, ensuring a tranquil slumber. 
Red lights, green lights, moving traffic . 

with the flow of existence. 
lights creating atmosphere, creating 

knowledge .... creating life. 

SATURDAY 

Saturday went home 
Saturday fell down 
Saturday jumped up 
Saturday got me drunk 
Saturday hit me on the head 
Saturday ran over me Jn a jeep 
Saturday threw me in the ditch 
Saturday chopped down a tree 
Saturday brought me a beer 
Saturday took me to a pool hall 
Saturday went away for a week 

NELSON THOMAS 
Grade 10 
Ruffin High 

DORIS BERG 
Grade 12 
Spring Valley High 
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COLDCUT 

I feel like a cold cut 
I'm always caught in the middle of things 
Sometime~ I get edgy 
and my edges stick out of the bread 
and sometimes people try to dress me up 
with cheese and lettuce and spreads 
but I just like to be plain me 
it brings out my flavor. 

KEN NORTON 
Grade 6 
Northwood Middle 

THE PEANUT 

The peanut reminds me 
Of a crooked baseball bat. 
Its shell is the rigid 
Back of a dry alligator. 
The inside shell is like 
A pillow stuffed with 
Brittle mud from a river bed. 
The peanuts inside are 
Smooth and reddish until 
You take off their housecoats. 
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CRYSTAl ENGliSH 
Grade 8 
Aiken Junior High 



BICYCLE 

0 bicycle, 
I address you in this poem of mine. 
For you are my beloved, 
Cheap Transportation. 
You take me places that I 
Am otherwise forbidden. 
You change my muscle power into 
A usable form of energy. 
Your sprockets and gears 
Change my leg power into 
Power or Speed. 
Your tensioners 
Change the chain over to the 
Sprockets that are ever-oiled 
By my constant care of you. 
You glisten in the sun, 
With your perpetual shine. 
Bicycle, 
I'm sorry for the way my 
Sister treats you 
When she rides 
With9ut 
Permission. 

TIM BULL 
Grade 10 
Spring Valley High 

THE CLOCK 

I know of a big old clock, 
a very beautiful clock 
but I don't like it very much. 
It is always running fast. 
It never cons iders anyone else, 
for it is our life 
that it is slowly 
but surely ticking away. 

ANGELA SANDERS 
Grade 8 
Rawlinson Road junior High 
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THE TOOL 

a powerful lightweight 
automatic 
cutting tool used 
by 
a strong hand 
boring, 
ripping, tearing its 
way 
through a thick 
board 
with sawdust and 
wood chips 

THE RED ROCKING CHAIR 

It sits there 
so lonely and 
bare 

waiting for someone 
to come and rock 

Outside, in rain 
or shine 

Wearing a shawl 
to keep warm 
in the winter. 

flying through pitch-black 
darkness 
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LEN SMITH 
Grade 8 
Poynor junior High 

LAURIE PINCKNEY 
Grade 8 
Belleville junior High 



The old woman is gone with the winter snow. 
Her soul crept away with the dawn's first light. 
Peace came with the first breath of spring 
And a shriveled, bent prune with hair snow white 
Leaves my world without having met me, 
Without a friend to call her own, 
Without having driven a car. 
Never again to see fresh daisies 
Or hobble through lush , fertile forests 
Or kiss her grandchild goodnight. 

They'll bury an old lady in the cold, dark ground 
And trap her where she doesn 't belong, 
The old lady with a face of granite 
Whose eyes had seen ages of pain and sorrow. 
But it is the good times she would remember. 
Somehow I thought she held forever 
in her wrinkled, trembling hands. 

KAREN RHODES 
Grade 9 
Castle Heights Junior High 

I am cold, I am frightening, 
everyone is afraid of me, 
I am seldom thought about, 
sometimes I am all you 
think about. I am the chill 
of an old man's hand. I 
am the nose that does not 
twitch on a rabbit. I can 
be the beginning or the 
end. I am death. 

JILL RANKIN 
Grade 9 
Dent Junior High 
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THE OLE JUNK TRUNK 

THE PHOTOGRAPH 

Smiling 
with a curved mustache 

against a Model " T" 
A tall pole 

of a man 
With a gun 

in his thin hand 
About to shoot 

something in the bush. 
Thoughts run through me 

about how it used to be 
in the Roaring 20's. 

Have you ever gone through 
an old trunk, 

You find ole dum, crazy 
stuff mostly junk, 

There's some uncles 
and aunts or two junk 

And then some old 
clothes, so much stuff in 
a trunk. 

A book, a letter a 
bottle or two 

They all had 
wishes that never 
came true. 
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FRAN RICHARDSON 
Grade 6 
R. H. Fulmer Middle 

RACHEL REMPEL 
Grade 6 
Heathwood Hall 



My great grandfather 
was in the nursing home. 
One day we went to see him. 
When we got ready to leave, 
I started to kiss him. The nurse said , 
"If you want to kiss him, do." 
So I kissed him 
and he died right there. 
I cried all day and all night. 
I could not sleep. 
At the funeral I cried all the time. 
I was the last one to kiss him. 
When he died, he knew somebody loved him. 

MY GRANDFATHER WAS TALL AND FAIR 

My grandfather was tall and fair, 
a bit overweight, 
kind of like a potbellied stove. 
He was always bright and cheery, 
always had a kind word 
for anybody who was down. 
He reminded me of a Santa Claus 
without a beard 
because he used to give us 
rememberances, which I have to this day. 
I loved the way he used to smell 
of peppermint and tobacco , 
which reminded me of an old general store. 
I was four years old when he passed away, 
but he will always stand out in my mind, 
as the first star stands out 
in the night sky in the early evening. 

ERIC PERRY 
Grade 9 

SUSAN WARD 
Grade 6 
Clover Middle 

Castle Heights junior High 
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MY FATHER ALWAYS WARNED ME NOT TO SHOUT 
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The hooks, the lures, the lines arc my concern. 
They lie in the belly of our boat. 
Their untangling is a business for boys. 

His static line 
disappears into the water 
That nibbles at it like a trout's mouth, 
And the flies and spoons 
Wait on the board between us, 
Catching the loud, precise steel of the sun 
They go to my head. 

Here ar the inland sea we fish together. 
As father and son we are together. 
He still, except to tell me 
NOW DON'T SHOUT. 
And I quiet, trying to please. 
When there is a nibble on the line 
My eyes turn toward the shore, 
Toward my mother who is dead of his shouting 
And cannot hear. 
Our belly-up fish in a bucket were her concern, 
To clean and bone and cook however she wished. 

When his face turns away 
My eyes cast their silent I i ne 
Far over the green darkness, 
To offer a splash of warning 
Or scare the fin-slick mind somewhere below, 
And in this shouting careful not to shout. 

THOMAS McCLANAHAN 
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VEGETABLES 

"Just because they can't say anything 
doesn't mean they don't hear you coming"; 
tomatoes, in particular, feel pain 
thin girlish skin and 
seeds quaking in jelly at the first prick 
and carrots, shrieking silent 
like St. Bartholomew as you peel them 
from foot to head: they feel, 

they feel. Disemboweled peas 

slide into tumbrils, dizzy 
with air, beets bleed on the 
sinkboard, celery wilts with its heart 
in our hand, squash 
turns pale on our tables 
and when you pick up the knife 
and walk across the kitchen, shoeheels softly drumming 
even the coarse hydra-headed potato hears you humming 

PETER MEINKE 
from The New Republic 
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BIRD SONG 

One by one into the light 
they fade as if not flesh, 
cast into another night 
of an awful sun, my friends 
go seeking after me, where I've been, 
their clues the stories I've made up, 

as if this one were real: 

that I'm a swallow, my traces then 
only gifts to the present eye, 
and diving off the edge of the world 
into evening and the low humming sound 
of cicadas in blue light, 
falling, I chase the sun like a bug. 

ROBERT PARHAM 
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SOMETIMES YOU CAN 

After months of self-seeking exile 
and a long day's drive down 1-95, 
I see up ahead the sign: 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
STATE LINE 

I make another sign 
as I drive across, 
touching fingers to forehead and heart. 

For me it is still 
a rei igious experience, 
the teachings of Wolfe notwithstanding 

EUGENE PLATT 

" Sometimes You Can' ' originally published in Sandlapper- The Magazine of South 
Carolina, copyright ©1975 by Sandlapper Press, Inc. 
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A SOMEDAY SONG FOR SOPHIA 

Mother, close your eyes. 
It seems you've tired. 

Were my cradle large 
you'd lie beside me. 
Hard as I might kick 
these sides won't tumble. 
My arms can't reach over. 

Tiptoe from my room. 
This is sharing also. 
Put your ear 
tightly to the wall. 
See, it's still breathing. 

Mother, go to bed. 
Gracefully, for father needs you. 

ROCHELLE RATNER 



-
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THE MUGGING 

Each step he takes is taken. 

He suspects that someone else 
walks softly into the print 
his shoes make, on the sidewalk, 
as he once stepped in the snow 
behind his father-

but now the silence and all quiet 
is a warning, to be quick 
and into the light. 

Each step he takes is t<)ken 
by someone who moves 
more easily. 

He suspects that someone else 
walks softly into the print 
his own shoes make. 

BENNIE LEE SINCLAIR 
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THE PRESENT 

It is always the same. 
Light comes softly 
over the trees. 
A hill, a locust limb 
and a lone 
hawk are com
posed 
for an in-
stant, in an infinite 
focus. 
And in that moment 
everything is 
perfect, everything 
is there. 

D. NEWTON SMITH 





The leaves of fall are like fire as the birds go higher 

and higher. 
Their looks are as beautiful as the sun setting on an 

unharvested field of wheat. 
The leaves never cease to yield. 
By the dawn's early light I see a child running through a 

field of clover in slow motion with his dog, and then the child 
stops running and lies down under a tree and hopes that fall 
will never leave. 

Then he jumps up and starts running, running faster and faster 
trying to run away from the coming winter. 

TIME 

CHARLIE DYAN 
Grade 8 
Holly Hill Intermediate 

You are a simple rain 
Passing quietly the ragged edges of the mind 
And watering slowly the realm of soul. 

LOOKING OUT THE WINDOW 

Looking out the window 
Thinking of you still 
Wondering if we'll ever meet 
Upon that lovely hill 
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RENEE RAMPEY 
Grade 9 
Wren High 

MIKE LIVINGSTON 
Grade 10 
Spartanburg High 



A PERFECT DAY 

I woke up feeling happy 
Perfect in every way 
The breakfast was delicious 
Tho it was the same as yesterday. 
My morning walk was refreshing 
As cool as it could be 
The dog that usually growled 
Smiled at me. 

You asked me why I feel the way I do. 
I said, "Because." 

You asked me why I was different. 
I just said, " I am" 
I longed to tell you that the 
Love I have for life is so 

strong that I have to 
LIVE 

As no other person does 
Choosing my own paths, 

my own ways 
sorting my thoughts 

and storing them away 
to be brought out 

when called upon 
Or hidden, 

when searched for 
by others. 

That's the way I am, 
The way I feel. 

And I know that you, too, 
are different, 

making us in one small way, 
alike. 

MARK LONG 
Grade 9 
Dent Junior High 

DENISE WORKMAN 
Grade 8 
Kennedy Junior High 



MY HOUSE 

My house never creaks when 
my dad's at home. 
It's only when I'm all 
alone. 
It sounds as though 
it's falling apart, and 
sends a shiver from 
my head to my heart. 
When my dad 's back 
home the noises disappear 
and now I'm sure 
there's nothing to fear. 
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GINA MATTHEWS 
Grade 8 
R. H. Fulmer Middle 

I'm glad I am not a boy. 
I would have to feed the pig. 
And the horses. 
If I was a boy when I grow up 
I would sound funny. 
Boys have loud mouthes. 
Boys look funny the way they all 
Have to wear pants to hide their legs. 
Girls can wear dresses to show their legs. 
When boys come in they close the door. 
They smell funny. 
They feel funny. 
If I was a boy I would feel so rough. 
Girls feel soft. 

DEBORAH JENKINS 
Grade 6 
Holly Hill Intermediate 



YOUR IMAGE 

Aged old gentleman 

proud, aware, and keeping in mind 

all the progress you've made 

all the mountains you've climbed 

stubborn and provincial in your austere ways 

with the stalwart belief that those memorable days 

when you fought for right both day and night 

justify your word whatever it might be. 

Old fashioned? maybe but even more unique 

a sudden variation in your length of hair 

in your predictable answers which seem so unfair 

in your repetition of "Son", "Old Fella", and "We'll see" 

would ruin your image presented to me. 

Through the noisy party 
Toward seclusion 
The great fat girl 
Glides silently 
as a hippo on the Nile. 

LUCY LYLES 
Grade 11 
Spartanburg High 

MICHAEL PERRY 
Grade 9 
Heathwood Hall 
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SHOULD I SING 

THE REAL ME 

Sometimes I feel uck! 
But pretend I am having a 

great time 
I feel like a burnt chicken 
but act like ice cream 

SANDRA MclEOD 
Grade 6 
R. H. Fulmer Middle 

(after Gregory Corso) 

Should I sing? 
Should I let the world hear my beautiful voice? 
Should I let the notes come out? 
Is the world ready for me? 
Should I be on one of those commercials where the voice breaks 

the glass? 
Should I let my voice make me a millionaire now, or wait a year 

or so? 
Should I sing on stage and let my voice astound audiences every-

where? 
Should I start making only 10 or 15 records? 
Should I appear on CBS T.V. or NBC? 
Should I sing Rock or Classical? 
Should I give Elton John, Olivia Newton John, Elvis Presley, Mac 

Davis, or Helen Reddy voice lessons first? 
Should the public be privileged enough to hear my voice? 
Should my lungs put up with all the smog, TV appearances, and 

tapings? 
Should I sing? 
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DENNIS HARVEY 
Grade 8 
Northwood Middle 



CONTRAST 

On a sun day 
you feel like jumping and running. 
You feel like nothing can go wrong. 
You're happy inside 
like it's spring again, 
like a big package in the mail, 
like a light breeze blowing 
through your hair, 
like a cool shaded brook 
on a hot summer's day, 
like a strawberry pie 
on a nice clean plate. 

On an un-day 
you feel like you can't get up. 
You feel like nothing will go right. 
That spring day suddenly freezes over. 
That big package is full of paper. 
That breeze turns into pouring rain. 
The brook is still cool 
but the crawdads 
bite your toes. 

MARY LYNNE HOOD 
Grade 8 
Rawlinson Road Junisr High 

SOMETIMES 

Sometimes I'm like a devil, 
All filled with great deceit, 
And then I'm like a shark, 
Seeking only to kill my hurt; 
I'll hear my mother speaking, 
Then I feel hate inside sometimes; 
But when I really want to show myself. 
I take off my cloak of shyness 
And let myself snine. 

MATTIE HOFF 
Grade 6 
R. H. Fufmer Middle 
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IT MAKES ME FEEL GOOD 

It makes me feel good to yell 
I haven't opened my mouth that big in a long time 
It makes me feel like I am going out of my mind 
When I yell loud, then stop 
It makes me feel crazy 
It makes me feel like laughing at myself. 

WANDA ALSTON 
Wiflow Lane School 

Happiness is the smell of a 2 inch thick round steak. 
Happiness is looking at a Penthouse book. 
Happiness is to taste the taste of a carrot. 
Happiness is to touch a little baby squirrel when he is born. 
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BERRY ROGERS 
Grade 8 
Holly Hill Intermediate 

On the outside, 
I'm mean and growling. 
But on the inside, I'm not really howling. 
I like all the girls, 
But they don't like me. 
I feel like a sailor, 
Lost on the sea. 

MIKE TIDWELL 
Grade 6 
R. H. Fulmer Middle 



When I am lonely, 
I feel like 
one grape left 
from a whole vine 
and wrinkled to the seed, 
picked up with the leaves 
and burned to a speck 
like a grain of sand. 

KATHY McCLURE 
Grade 6 
Clover Middle 

Loneliness 
is not having a friend 
to talk to. 
Loneliness is a cat 
without a dog to mess with, 
a child without a mother 
to hold it tight, 
a house with no one living in it. 
Loneliness is a bike 
with no one riding it. 

GRADY CATHCART 
Grade 8 
Sullivan junior High 

Happiness is watching your cats sneak up 
on each other and pounce. 

Watching your worse enemy fall off his bike 
Happiness is smelling your worse food- burnt. 

Not being able to smell ammonia. 
Happiness is hearing your neighbor screaming at her husband. 

Hearing your father drop the frying pan in the morning. 
Happiness is stepping on your toes when they itch . 

EDYTHE GRIFFIN 
Grade 8 
Holly Hill Intermediate 
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COLORS 

Black is as dark as a stove, 
Yellow is as smooth as a lollipop, 
Red is as juicy as a cherry, 
Green smells as good as a lime, 
Brown sounds as swift as the wind. 

PINK 

TARA MULCAHEY 
Grade 5 
Atlas Road Elementary 

The color pink makes me feel 
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like a queen sitting on a golden throne. 
Pink is the color of a child's face 
going for the first time 
to a county fair. 
Pink is as bright as eggs 
around Easter time. 
Young girls feel happy 
when they're surprised 
with a pink dress 
to wear on Sunday. 
Pink is alive 
like tulips growing wild. 

NANCY MANGUM 
Grade 8 
Castle Heights junior High 



Eli told me blood is blue until you break the vein 
But he had that look that told me he 

wasn't sure 
He told me bug-blood is green 
because they eat leaves 

I know 
On the cool brick steps I watched 

tiny claws gripping a twig 
red eyes like pepper stared blindly 

a stick is used to poke 
Eli didn't lie this time as the icey ooze flowed 

like the green gel that mother puts in her ears 
I remember dissecting foul-smelling 
Blood-less animals, Biology. 
The caterpillar was just a soft body 

of ooze with red eyes 
A glacier forms at my neck and 
treks slowly in a path down my back, 
trees whisper 

BLUE 

Blue, like the deep, ever-moving sea, 
Circling under water in a floating, sea
weed fashion, 
Whispering in cold currents to the 
flying rainbows, 
That swim past the frozen coral. 

KERRI CHEWNING 
Grade 8 
R. H. Fulmer Middle 

GAYLE COX 
Grade 12 
Dreher High 
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BECAUSE DILLYWADS LIVE IN PURPLE AND 
GREEN TELEPHONES 

Static lurks between twisted wires 
And makes the moon turn to green cheese. 
Stars twinkle on pin-striped highways 
Lined with heart shaped telephone poles. 
Ships hang on walls and ring five 
Times until they finally give up and sail down. 
Blades of grass sway good evening when 
Pine cones climb up trees to answer. 
Twisted paintings cannot hear your voice 
Because party lines hold up the room. 

ANON. 
Elloree High School 
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BECAUSE A WRONG NOTE WAS SUNG 

The huge fuscha ball in the 
sky fell down, and a rose petal 
fell up, while a decrepid old 
woman played seesaw with 
a harpacraw, (who didn't know 
his own name); and a sheep
skin of earth became a blanket 
of salt while a lasso was 
swung by pretty Miss Bod, 
and a train with a roof 
made of shoedust ~xploded 
the track and the harpacraw 
cried. 

MARTY KAUFMANN 
Grade 10 
Spring Vaffey 



BECAUSE THE TURNIPS SWIM 

A strange blue bird who wore a hat 
And a cute, little, warty1 red frog 
Went frantically to the train station to catch the 

early train 
The trains were late, the station closed 
And some old lady beatened up at the corner 
Some small newstand was raided roughly 
As some strangely gay people all hung in a crowd 
So by these happenings the two were relieved 
That they took the only bus. 

The dog sped up his car and 
Ran down the man running across the street. 

A rabbit cut off a human's foot and kept 
It as a charm. 

The man, in agony from his broken leg, was put 
Out of his misery by his trusty horse. 

The Cow put Ronald McDonald between special 
Sauce, lettuce, cheese, pickles, onions 
And a sesame-seed bun. 

DONNA NATES 
Grade 10 
Spring Valley 

GROUP POEM 
Advanced Placement 
Grade 9 
Dreher High 
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BE A FISH? 

Swims cautiously 
to avoid surprise 

Then on occasion, furiously rushes 
toward the surface 

To claim the small colored flakes 
as its own. 

Because they provide 
the energy it needs to 

Swim cautiously 
to avoid surprise ... 

BONNIE HINES 
Grade 11 
Dreher High 

They called him "Fred" 
because "Fred is a good name" 

(for a hamster.) 
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He came from a sale 
at K-Mart 

where he lived in a commune, 
Drinking from 

a shared jar top. 
Then he was moved 

He died. 

to his own room 
surrounded 

by glass. 

Because he didn't know 
what the water bottle 

was. 

JANICE HUFFMAN 
Grade 11 
Dreher High 



I couldn't help but look ahead of me 
the glass eyes stared back 
The "Onward Christian Soldiers" continued 
but I couldn't sing 
Just two glass eyes from the warm neck of the old lady 
Toasted by the stomach of the owner of the eyes 
cool slits of sunlight 

THE FOX 

I am a fox 
A sly one too 

GAYLE COX 
Grade 12 
Dreher High 

I have a red coat 
From head to tail 
Every night 
When the moon shines 
I lurch 
I sneak 
To the chicken pen 
For a feast 
The farmer appears 
Shooting 
I feel a chill 
I am hit 
I run 
To the thicket I go 
I do not stop 
My blood is draining 
My death is near 
I fall 
I am dead 
I was not sly enough 
Every night 
When the moon is bright 
My spirit haunts the farmer 

RONNIE BRABHAM 
Grade 9 
Ruffin High 
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MEDITATIONS: 13 

Robert Herrick, is it ever thus? 
With Julia, Chloe? Not to mention you. 
You knew all along we can't be true, 
And then you said it for the rest of us. 

Still, this knowing is a bitter cup, 
Even levened with your levity. 
I think sometimes I'd rather not be free . 
But Robert, you were smart: you made them up. 

WILLIAM E. TAYLOR 
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SPAWN OF THE NORTH 

It was iceberg sky there; salmon died for life; 
Seals barked the wastes; 
Russian pirates took what was ours. 

But remember that scene 
Where George Raft, shot through a lung, 
Lies in bed, Death on the cold ceiling 
Kissing his salty brow, asks for a cigarette, 
Drags deep, watches with pleasant horror 
The skull shine through on Henry Fonda's face 
As sm~ke comes curling up through bandages 
Across his chest like a little gray spirit. 
Lamour screams; even Tamiroff crosses himself. 

Such sweet romance to grin at menace, 
To die so tough, 
Sneering at the losing-
All in the caring presence of friends. 
An Alaskan wind licking the cabin's ribs. 

THOMAS N. WALTERS 
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THE HORSE 

I looked up on the hill 
and saw a horse 
standing straight and tall 
Her ears were perked 
and her golden mane 
blew in the cold wind of fall. 

Then from the silence of the woods 
I heard the whinneys of her friends 
And then she cantered off 
To meet with them again. 
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FRANCES BURNS 
Grade 8 
Catawba Academy 

CHEAPER CUT 

Take a look at the horse 
headed to be slaughtered, 
Then to be cut-up, cleaned 
and watered. 
Take a look at that powerful 
beautiful back, 
Next week he'll be part of a 
McDonalds Big Mac. 

BILLY KILLOY 
Grade 12 
Drehef High 



HUNGRY 

An ugly 
overweight 

mammoth hippo 
staring 

at his next 
meal 

wishing he 
had 

some salt 
and pepper 

VAN HOLT 
Grade 8 
Poynor junior High 

The two beams pierced 
Through the torrents of snow 
A bird, frozen in the cold 
And blinded by the ice, 
Collided with the car in his 
Suicidal flight to warmth. 

The passengers 
Sick from the crunch 
Of the delicate, hollow bones 
Snuggled deeper in their coats. 

GILDA POTEAT 
Grade 12 
Dreher High 
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REMEMBER THAT 

Remember that big 3 story house 
with its big windows and 

THE SPOOKHOUSE 

doors. 

Remember the balcony 
over the den and how 
the baseballs got stuck up 
there 

And do you remember 
how we used to play 
I'd chase you and 
you 'd chase me and 
how it always ended 
you rolled on your 
back, me rubbing 
your stomach 

Remember how I'd climb 
the tree and you'd bark 
at me. 

Remember! 

The spookhouse is very scarey 
And when you get in the buggy 
And when you go in those 2 doors 
You better hold on to your little blue drawers 
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KELLY OLIVER 
TAMMY HUDSON 
Grade 6 
R. H. Fulmer Middle 

CALLIE SHELL 
Grade 8 
Heathwood Hall 



SOLD 

They sold all of my things 
Even some of my toys that I had when I was little 
They even sold my dog that I had since I was five 
I watched the car my dog was in until it was 
just a dot riding down the street 
Then we sold our house to some irresponsible 
Looking people 
Later we got into the car with just a few 
Clothes and other things. 
As we rode away I stared at my house 
With tears rolling down my face. 
I would never see it again. 

ELIZABETH HULL 
Grade 6 
Heathwood Hall 

LAMENT 

Now my head rests against graff iti walls 
Instead of a puffed, white dream-on pillow 
You, overstuffed, loving cat, 
Are no longer in a frilly-curtained window 
But maybe alone in some crumbling alley, 
Rather thinned, 
Your gleaming, white fur matted and gray. 
Are you remembering home, cat? 
Your corner by the fireplace? 
Your favorite chair? 
Someday, cat, 
We will find one another 
On a dingy, crowded subway, 
And, you on my lap, 
We'll ride back 
To the house with the red door. 

SUZANNE HANDEL 
Grade 8 
Heathwood Hall 
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WHAT PEOPLE THINK 

Some people think I'm a daisy 
And other people think I'm crazy 

But sometimes I feel like a queen 
And other times I feel rather mean. 

But deep down inside 
I have a lot of pride 

Some people may not know it 
Because I don't often show it. 

But if you look deep 
Instead of taking a peep 
You may find something gocd; 
If you looked deep enough I'm sure 

you would. 

ANN FARMER 
Grade 7 
R. H. Fulmer Middle 

KNOWLEDGE POEMS 

Grown-ups know how to pay bills, 
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But I know where some strawberries are. 
They know how to fix things, 
But I know how to skate 
They know what's right to say, 
But I know how to paint. 

GAIL DOUGLAS 
Grade 6 
Holly Hill Intermediate 



A KNOWLEDGE POEM 

Grown-ups get sick paying income tax, 
But I get sick smelling my dead animal collection. 
Grown-ups know how to find me when I hide from them. 
But then I know how to run . 
They know how to give you a lecture, 
But I know how to ignore them. 

UN-DAYS 

GARY ALEXANDER 
Grade 6 
Holly Hill fntumediate 

On un-days I feel like 
an old man trying to walk to town. 
Whenever it comes time to get up, 
I feel like I haven't had any sleep 
for about two years. 
When I do get up, my back feels like 
an old shirt that someone has put 
too much starch in. 
It cracks when I move. 
Minutes hang like hours 
and sometimes time gets so slow, 
I feel like going backwards. 
Finally, night comes 
and I take my old bones to bed 
and go to sleep. 

DONALD GRIFFIN 
Grade 9 
Rawlinson Road Junior High 
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I WISH I WERE IN THE WOODS 

I wish I were in the woods, where 
all of the birds and squirrels were 
chattering and scolding each other, 
where the racoons had been and gone 
but left their tracks to be seen where 
the tall fat hickory trees are growing 
with their long nutty limbs. 

JOHN GUNTER 
Grade 7 
Aiken junior High 

Poetry is a cross between 
your feelings 
and a slip of paper. 
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PONDS 

DIANA COOK 
Grade 11 
Union High School 

Ponds are places of birth 
Ponds are vital in the forests to which they belong 
Ponds shelter wildlife from the fears of outsiders 
Ponds make love to those of the quiet mind 
Ponds are for making love by with your favorite 
Ponds make the world seem over the cloud overhead 

that is slowly drifting away 
Ponds fill me with happiness 
Ponds talk only to those who listen 

DIANE GARRIS POLK 
Grade 11 
Ruffin High 



OXYGEN 

The plant world gives to me 
a gas I cannot see. 

I live on it each day 
and use it as I play. 

21 per cent oxygen in the air: 
but most people don' t even care. 

They breathe it in and never know 
carbon dioxide is returned with every blow ... 

to the plant world. 

RODNEY HAMMETI 
Grade 9 
Woodruff junior High 

A SPECIAL PLACE 

Pushing away the critical caretakers, 
I put my restless foot through the 
ivy hoop. 
My tiny green companions welcome me 
And accept the tears that make 
their way down my 
chastised nose 
mingling with the dew drops. 
The door re-opens, 
and regretfully 
I return to the land of fact. 

SUZANNE HANDEL 
Grade 8 
Heathwood Hall 
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AMERICA VERSUS ME 

America is a human, 
And life is its game. 
America has only 2 rules win or lose 
I'm on the boundary line. 
Everything's goin down. 
Hey man look down the st reet 
Inflation is walking 1 dollar bills out the door. 
Lady of the evening on the corner 
trying to make a score. 
I've got my mom to help me get over. 
But later, she's gone I'm here. 
junkies on the corner getting high, 
trying to touch the sky, too much 
of a hassle on earth. 
I don't blame them . 
President Ford's talking bout toilet tissue 
And at the same time raising the price 
of milk before you get to the store 
Little girl crying because her dad left home, 
less money's comin' in, love walks out the door. 
Pollution's dirtying the air 
That's not the truth, just an eight 
letter excuse for man's mistake 
We call for God's help, he must need 
some himself. 
There's only one escape Death. 
I'm ready, I'm gone. 
To hell with it all. 

STEPHANY DAWSON 
Grade 9 
Belleville Junior High 



CLASSIFICATION 

All ambitions are clear, opinions typical; 
Robots in a world of the hypocritical. 
A Sears & Roebuck assembly line 
Manufacturing square bolts for the standard mind. 
Conformity is upheld without resistance; 
Imagination, innovation bleeped out of existence. 

Deviation from accepted norms 
Necessitates the use of intricate forms. 
Notices fed thru slots of steel; 
Decisions made, verdicts are real. 
Retribution demanded of those who stray. 

Notification, an emphasis of punctuality 
Accusations of individuality. 
You are different! 
You must be excommunicated 
or exterminated! 

JANET SCHILLING 
Grade 12 

DEAR BETSY ROSS 

I wish the flag was red, black and green. 
Red for the blood shed in the war 

Wren High 

Black for the people who were mistreated 
Green for the land on which we stand. 

GAIL THOMAS 
Woodruff junior High 
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WHAT MODES OF PARAPHANALIA 

What modes of paraphanalia do pawn shops 
swallow? 
Of old guitars and baby chairs , you 
find your fill. 
Funny dealers in life and survive if 
possible. 
A sale this week on wedding rings; 
they're bountiful but full of tarnishing 
tears. 
Memories there in the dress of satin, 
a hideous dress, old with rust. 
Your walls, pawnshop, hold sweat, and 
it creeps from the vents. 

Do you sell that too? 
And what of that baby crib young 
Cathy Tremor wheeled in, babyless is it? 
Are bums the cropper creams you invite. 
If not they make their own invitations. 
Serve them used tea? It was a good year. 
From Boston, I believe. 

REBECCA SALLEY 
Grade 12 
Spring Valley High 

WEEDS 

From the time of the radishes 
to the time of the standing corn 
sleepy Mr. Hackmen hoes. 
There are laws in the village 
about weeds. 
But I like the weeds, 
how they blow in the wind . 
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ANDREA McGILVENY 
Grade 6 
Millwood Elementary 



STALLION SPIRIT 

A horse that is a proud stallion 
will rear, buck and kick 

He will do this until he tastes the bit. 
That I ittle piece of steel 

can really tame a horse; 
Sometimes it breaks 

his spirit and he feels remorse. 
That bit changes a proud stallion 

into a beast of burden 
used to satisfy the whims of men. 

LEONARD HAYES 
EDGEWORTH 

Grade 8 
Southside junior High 

A POEM FOR A POET 

My world is a shadow full of darkness and fear 
I can't see, feel, touch, or hear 
Why I am like this I'll never know 
My life is like an arrow without a bow 
I know I'm not dead but I might as well be 
My life is like a big hole filled with an 
empty sea 
Well maybe this doesn't make a lot of sense 
But you have to understand my world is 
quite dense 
Never knowing the feeling of a kiss 
never knowing the feeling of being bliss. 

RON KIRKLAND 
John C. Richards School 
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Some say that Mankind is falling. 
There is no hope in the flood of evil. 
Principle few and morals none 
The lies and kills merely to hold 
This beloved god-green. 

But I dare to present the single soul 
who, like the ugly duckling, is from a different mold. 
And in the end, this duck I see 
Is so fairer still than me. 
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ELIZABETH MISSKELLY 
Grade 11 
Catawba Academy 

POETRY-JUNKY 

Sure, I get some looks from 
a few folks, but 

I just lie passively in their 
gutters of confusion 

Main-lining tranquility from 
a poetry-book needle. 

THOM WHITE 
Grade 12 
Union High School 



INSIDE A FLOWER 

The inside of a flower smells like 
the beautiful perfume worn by 
ladies. 
It looks like a Sunday afternoon 
under an oak tree, before the 
sun goes down. 
It sounds like bumble bees 
scratching for honey. 
The pedals feel like the smooth 
level wings of an airplane; 
And most of all it tastes as if 
it is filled with wonderful 
thoughts. 

KENNY NASH 
Grade 8 
Aiken junior High 

PROPORTION 

just an insect, do you say? 
Because I am so small 
I am beneath your nose? 
Why, if you had the strength of an ant, 
The legs of a grasshopper, 
Or the speed of a spider; 
You could lift half a ton, 
jump a football field, 
Or run as fast as lightning! 
Just an insect, am I? 

ERIC L. WATTS 
Grade 8 
Northwood Middle 
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THE EYES IN A STORY 

In my mirror, the eyes 
Are eyes I would see in a story 
About a little girl 
Whose parents in a quarrel 
Had broken things 
And thrown her pet into the night. 
She slips from her bed 
To find her comfort 
lost in the dark. 

The shadows move 
And her heart flaps like laundry in wind. 
Behind her a noise in the sharp wet weeds 
Terrifies her listening. 

A sudden light from her own back porch 
Slices the yard and they call to her. 
Crouched, she waits, and the light goes out. 

"Here kitty, sweet kitty, come here kitty cat," 
She calls softly now 
As her eyes 
Search my mirror. 

CHARLEEN WHISNANT 
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ACCOUNTING 
for Diane Wolff 

What is it that accounts 
And are the dead really free of accounting 

For what is the nature of the cowrie shell 
Who is bought from the dowry 
Who is fed off the books 
And on, what does social security 

Mean 
I've been on it 
But never was socially secure 

Numbers 
The illiterate ancestors counted 

Food 
Coup 
Possessions 
Women counted births 
By the clicks of their womb 

Who do I love 
Who do I love 

And how many? 

FRANCES WHYA TT 
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IF I WERE A BIRD 

If I were a bird I would sing a song. 
If I were a bird I would sing a song. 
If I were a bird I would sing a song. 
I would sing that song all day long. 
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LAURA SANDERS 
Grade 4 
McCelvey Elementary 

FIELDS OF THE U. 5., I HAVE lOVED AND HATED 

Fields that you work from night until day, 
Fields that are hard and full of clay. 
I love the field of the U. 5. 
I hope the farmers make it, I hope for the best. 

When you wake go on to work, 
They push you around like you're a jerk. 
Fields of the U. 5. wake up to me, 
There's some things in you I cannot see. 

Wake up to morning with a bright morning sun, 
Working in fields is not so much fun. 
In the eve when dusk is very near, 
Finish the day with pride and sincerety. 

When the day is over and the skys are blue; 
That time when you knew the day is through. 
Fields of the U. S. we're not employed, 
The day is through so let us enjoy it. 

VIRGil R. KlllAND 
Grade 9 
Elloree High 



AN AMOEBA SONG 

I think that I shall never seeba 
A creature ugly as amoeba. 
It has no legs, it has no feet, 
It has no bones, it has no meat, 
It travels about on pseudopedia, 
Its eating habits are very oddia. 
The amoeba's sex life is very queer, 
It splits and then calls itself "dear". 
I wish the amoebas were all gone, 
So I could end the amoeba song. 

PAUL McCLANAHAN 
Grade 12 

I am a bee and I need honey 
And I am going to get me some 
For that flower by the river 

HAROLD DASH 
Grade 6 
Elloree Elementary 

FROM SEED TO MILK 

I used to be a seed, 

Union High 

but now a blade of grass, 
the cows came out to graze, 
and ate me very fast, 
I use to be a seed, 
but now I'm a cup of milk. 

HANS TEUBER 
Grade 6 
Wardlaw Elementary 
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BEAUT'Y 

see the caterpillar climb 
up the rose and turn into 
a butterfly 

it is like a beautiful girl 
who takes off her ugly 
mask for the first time 

it is like a hard stormy 
winter turning into spring 
and like clouds breaking 
away 
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CHUCK CAPE 
Grade 9 
Dent junior High 

TOSS A THOUGHT INTO THE WELL 

The coins tossed 
amidst the rain 
fall quietly 
through my mind 

Until the splashing 
sound occurs, 
and silence, 
is left behind. 

KEN STOPHEL 
Grade 10 
Spartanburg High 



Some poems flow through mind 
like a creek over pebbles. 

Some evaporate, vaporizing before touching 
the senses. 

Others freeze solid and are 
stored forever. 

BECKY PURVIS 
Grade 12 
Union High School 

BEAUTY 

Beauty can be a dove in the sky. 
Beauty could be the green grass. 
Beauty runs in the wind. 
Beauty shines off the water. 
Beauty could be the sun shining brightly. 
Beauty looks you in the face. 
Beauty slips away from you. 
Beauty helps you live. 
Beauty gives you pleasure. 
Beauty falls apart. 
Beauty glows from your face 
Beauty breaks your heart. 
Beauty flys like a bird, 
Beauty glows in the dark. 
Beauty talks to you. 
Beauty is by your side. 
Beauty tries its best. 
Beauty turns away. 
Beauty cries at night. 

PAUL RISHER Ill 
Grade 9 
Elloree High 
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NIGHT AND EARLY MORNING FLIGHT 

Part I 

Night is here-all city's lights shine, 
Up in darkness the shining lights fade. 
Light splits the darkness, filling darkness 
with light. 
Now clear is the bright blue and the 
crystal white, 
Now clear is the kelly green patchwork. 
Down comes the shell, 
We are here! 

Part II 

The city's lights are blurred, 
The darkness is more, gone are the 
Blurred lights. 
Gray greets the dark. 
Now hazy is the blue-green and gray-white, 
Now hazy is the brown patchwork. 
Come the shell down. 
Here are we. 

VERNETTE WILLIAMS 
Grade 11 
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Camden High 

WHY DO WAVES ROll? 

Waves! 
They come in and go out. 
But why? 
Because the sharks chase them in. 
And people chase them out. 

GREG ELDRETH 
Grade 6 
Millwood Elementary 



A WISH 

Take me back to Ayot ~t. Lawrence 
and Ayot House, 
let me go to my private garden 
and the spider that climbed up 
the no water swimming pool 
the brambles and the weeds that surrounded it. 
Let the sun shine down on me 
give me a peace wish. 

SARAH SAVILLE 
Grade 7 
Heathwood Hall 

WHERE HAVE THEY ALL GONE 

Where have they gone with their big neon signs? 
Where? 
Where have they gone with their pink paint? 
The DeSoto's been donated for a new bank. 
And what of the rest? 
Beck's Motor Court is now an outlet store. 
Where have they all gone? 
On Saturday night at round one o'clock 

they can be seen on Gervais St. 
Boogie's Place is the place soldiers now go 

to spend their monthly pay, 
Boogie's Place, the bar and grill, now sells the 

merchandise. The black Cadillacs- the pimps, 
The short dresses and the highs 

associated with 
a small big town on Saturday night. 

CHUCK SARGENT 
Grade 10 
Dreher High 
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MR. SANDERS 

Mr. Sanders the poet 
with straight-legged pants 
and very thin belt 
writes poems on paper 
and mounts them on felt. 
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TRANSYLVANIA 

I went to Transylvania 
It sure don't look like Pennsylvania 
I went to a castle 
I touched the wall 
000000! 
It feels like blood 
So I smell it 
It smells like it, too 
I went inside 
I wish I hadn't 
Look! A vampire 
He asked a question 
Would you join me for lunch? 
I'd love to a bunch 
But I couldn't 
Why? 
Are you shy? 
Then he grabbed me 
and tied me to a tree 
Now I'm going to suck your blood 
I wish you wouldn't 
It tastes like mud 
Well then be on your way 
I said I would always stay away. 

KIM POSTON 
Grade 6 
Millwood Elementary 

TODD JACKSON 
Grade 6 
Millwood Elementary 



THE FACTORY 

There is a very big factory I know. 
From town, it's about 15 miles or so. 
They make many different kinds of things, 
Candy, Clocks, Toys, Books, Cars, and Rings. 
The things they make will last a long time, 
The cars will go and the clocks will chime. 
The factory has a lot of noise, 
Mostly from making all those toys. 
The factory's color is very dark red, 
It will stick in your mind til you go to bed . 

IN THE MOUNTAINS 

I wish I was in 
the mountains, 

where the air smells clean . 
I wish I was in 

the mountains, 
to see the trees lean. 
I wish I was in 

the mountains, 
to be able to think, 
I wish I was in 

the mountains 
to see nature wink. 

MARIE ROOF 
Grade 7 
R. H. Fulmer Middle 

SAM HOBSON 
Grade 5 
Alias Road 
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LIGHTNING 

When I was young 
I used to wonder 
where lightning came from. 
I thought it was the sparks 
from two stars 
which had bumped together. 
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DAVID STEVENS 
Grade 8 
Aiken junior High 

THE ATTIC 

My favorite place was the attic. 
What ecstasy to bask among memories, 
And pieces of yesterday's dream. 
The cobwebs, the boxes, the dust; 
Ah! and the smell of the rafters, 
Of light colored pine, 
The thrill of wonder at what could be hiding 
In the tattered, mouldered boxes. 
The silence cries out to my ear 
And stirs the cool, dry air. 
The attic is a delight; 
To ascend the rickety stairs
The fun to think that up there 
A goblin lurks in the dark 
Till I turn on the light and he goes. 

GEORGE MORGAN 
Grade 8 
Aiken junior High 



AT CAROWINDS 

It was a sunny day 
with a beautiful purple sky. 
A clown dressed in red 
greeted us and said, 
"Have you ever been on the log ride?" 
and we said, "No", so he said, 
"Let me take you there." 
We got in a log and started around. 
First there was a curve, 
then you go down a long straight 
and down a hill, then up again 
around the corner and down a hill 
and up 1 OS feet. At the top 
of the last hill 
you're supposed to get sick. 

RHETT HURST 
Grade 6 
Clover Middle 

THE FOOTBALL GAME 
The air was full of popcorn 

and hotdogs. 
Everyone was yelling as ir ten 

tigers were after them. 
And you could see colors 

flash across the field. 
You could feel the bubble 

gum wads stuck up under 
the chairs. 

PAUL DHILLON 
Grade 5 
Atlas Road 
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HOUSE I LIVED IN 

The house I lived in 
when I was five 
had my name on it, 
carved with a knife. 
The back yard seemed as big 
as a football field. 
Now it looks so, so small. 
They are going to tear 
the old house down. 
I think I might cry 
when it hits the ground. 
But my big play tree 
is still standing. 
Sometimes I go and just think 
about the good times. 
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ROBERT WILLIAMS 
Grade 9 
Sullivan junior High 

GOODBYE 

I stepped into the car, 
tears in my eyes, 
as we started driving away, 
I saw the tree I used to climb, 
Friends of mine waving goodbye, 
and the gate 
that let me in, 

and out 
so many times. 

CHARLES TERRENI 
Grade 6 
Heathwood Hall 



A WOODPECKER WHO LIVED IN A TREE 
Once upon a time there was 
a little black and red 
woodpecker who lived 
in a big old oak tree 
near our house. Every 
day around noon 
you could hear him pecking 
away on the old tree. Bright 
and early one morning my big 
brother shot the pretty black 
and red woodpecker out of his 
tree. 

CARL FRAZIER 
Grade 5 

The day after Halloween
old rotten pumpkins 
with worn down candles inside 
and flies all over; 
finding out you lost 
half your trick-or-treat candy 
through a hole in your bag 
and half the people were on vacation 
so you didn't get very much; 
remembering school is tomorrow 

ALAN PICKARD 
Grade 6 
Clover Middle 

jasper Efementary 
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DOUGIE'S MAMA'S 

The old house stands 
on the corner 

with ivy growing over the windows. 
Doors are nailed shut 
and pigeons perch on the roof. 

No one remembers the night 
when the baby was born 

or 
how quiet the house was 
when grandmother died. 

All that remains is 
a house of yesterday 
with a crumbling brick wall 
and a pecan tree 
that yields no fruit. 
The ivy entangles the house 
and squeezes from it 

memories. 

RUTH SMYRL 
Grade 9 
Dent Junior High 

THE FUNERAL 

As I looked out the door 
all the windows were black 
on a street as deserted 
as a ghost town. 
Then I went in 
and I felt the cold touch of death 
as I looked at my friend's 
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lifel ess face on a white pillow 
in a polished brown box. 

ALAN WEBB 
Grade 8 
Rawlinson Road junior High 



OLD PEOPLE 

Old people are like fall trees 
with their skin wrinkled like leaves. 
They shrink up like tennis shoes 
after you wash them. 
Old people are also like a baby cat 
that is nice and soft. 
Old people are friendly 
and they tell funny jokes. 

DAIN BALLARD 
Grade 6 
Clover Middle 

MY GREAT-GRANDMOTHER 

This is the place where people are brought 
To spend their last remaining thought. 
Hours spent in idle dreaming 
Of days filled with life and meaning. 
Now confined to four walls and a wheelchair, 
A bed, a table, a hope and a prayer. 

People come and say " How are you?" 
Really they could care less; 
And if they only knew 
How desperately we long to be needed! 
This is my prison-no bars but no escape. 
No teeth have I, not even an upper. 
Say, isn ' t that the bell for supper? 

PEGGY BELL 
Grade 9 
Woodruff Junior High 



THE ENEMY 

I used to have a friend 
but now we are enemies 
Hardly anyone likes her 

She must be sad 
all day not doing anything 
but reading or watching television 

She must be sad 
playing at recess by herself 
How I'd hate to be her 

so lonely so unhappy so sad 
She must have such an 
empty feeling. 

KAREN FARRIS 
Grade 6 
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Millwood Elementary 

THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS 
I'm motionless yet I move 
And these self loving slobs in front of me 
Part and primp their hair 
The child faces me with an outstuck tongue 
I return his glance 

KEITH HAMMOND 
Grade 9 
Dent Junior High 



THE DREAM 

I dreamed that my best friend 
Drove off with my 1926 Rolls Royce 
And I looked everywhere for her but 
never found her. But 40 years later 
We found my 1926 Rolls Royce at 
Her Grandmother's house in Japan 

POEM 

MABBELEEN JAMISON 
Grade 11 
Ruffin High 

The boy I love is Jimmy 
He wears an Afro 
He's 5' 9 
He's bowlegged 
And that makes him look cute 
In his high waisted black pants 
And his white satin shirt 
And black super fly hat 

I dream about him looking like that 
Standing at my house 
In my dream 

When I go home to see him 
On visiting day he's going to say 
How would you like to go to the park 

We'll play baseball 
And then go to the movies 
And hold hands 

But then I'll have to leave him and come back here 
I'll have to dream of him again 

DORIS OWENS 
Willow Lane School 



They look at you, 
Those eyes, they seem 
to penetrate right 
through you 
They show a deep 
and abiding love. 
They show sensitive 
feelings . 

Her hair is soft 
and long, it 
surrounds her 
tender face. 

Overall- it's 
her kiss 
One, that shows 
her love as it 
really is. 
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BOBBY WEAVER 
Grade 8 
Kennedy junior High 

SWEET REVENGE 

I wish I could die and turn into 
a skunk. 
I would come back to school 
and sp ray some little punks. 
Especially the one that took my 
boyfriend away. 
She better watch out when 
get ready to spray. 

BETH WILLIAMS 
Grade 8 
R. H. Fulmer Middle 



POETRY 

A Japanese woman, ringing chimes. 

MATTHEW McBETH 
Grade 9 
Sims Junior High 

I HAVE NOT DONE IT ALL 

I've dreamt a thousand dreams 
I've smiled a thousand smiles 
I've schemed a thousand schemes 
I've walked a thousand miles 
But I haven ' t done it all 

I've seen a thousand sights 
I've played a thousand games 
I've fought a thousand fights 
I've gained a thousand fames 
And I've loved you 

I've been a thousand places 
I've lived a thousand years 
I've see n a th ousand faces 
I've cried a thousand tear-s 
I cannot die till 
You love me and we 
Do these things together 

DAVID DEAN 
Grade 8 
Southside junior High 
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CHANGE 

After the children dressed 

as ghosts and crones 

and death itself 

have demanded tribute 

and have left 

and Halloween 

turns into All Saints, 

we think we've outlasted 

the last trick-or-treat, 

but on the balcony 

after we thought everything 

was over 

we feel the surprising chill 

as fog brings fall in 

and haloes the neon night. 

AUSTIN WILSON 
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today i am shining moon 
yesterday i was thunder 
the day before i was crazy wolf 
singing a dream 
tomorrow i will be flickering 
the day after i will be gone 

TOMMY YOUNG 
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Hey there man 
you think you're so cool 
Let me tell you this, 
I'm no one's fool, 
You tried to frame me, 
but that wasn't any good. 
You also tried to hurt me 
the best way you could. 
But now you can just be aware 
that when I finish up 
I wont leave neither 
hide nor hair. 

WILLIE THOMAS 
Grade 8 
Poynor junior High 

I wish I was a baseball 
so I could make the hitter miss me. 
I would go like a curve 
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and hit him in the side of the head 
and knock hirn out! 
I would let Hank Aaron knock me 
around the world, so I could be 
in the Hall of Fame 
with Hank's name 
on my piece of glass. 

WILLIE FOX 
Grade 7 
Rawlinson Road junior High 



SOUL VILLE 

Soulville feels like a cat. 
Soulville smells like spare ribs. 
Soulville tastes like lemon ric. 
Soulville look like a jive Turkey 
pia e. 
Soulville sounds like the j<~ck so n 
rive record. 
Soulville colors are Oh dynamite! 

MICHELL[ WILLIAMS 
Grade 5 

THE BUMP 

It ain't nothing that's on your face 
It ain't nothing that's in a race 
I'm talking about the bump, baby 
just do it now 
I' ll show you how. 
You can do it with your knees 
You can do it when you please 
I'm talking about the bump, baby. 
It 's a dance you can do with pride 
A dance you do with your backside 
I'm talking about the bump, baby. 

KIMM AND BEVERLY 
Willow Lane School 

Alias Road 
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HAIR 

At times some hair looks like a mop. 
You know, thick and stringy. 
Some people's hair looks like a 

Sheepdog's. 

It sort of bushes out 
Maybe eve n sea weed 
Would you believe a jungl e? 
At times it's like a tantrum 
You can't do a thing with it. 
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BETH HARRINGTON 
Woodruff junior High 

POSSUM 

Here I lie 
Still as death itself 
Wow, does my nose itch! 
Won't that stupid wolf leave 
There's a stick under me 
Can't he see I'm dead 
He would have bad breath 
Phew! I'm gonna get sick 
Who said this job was easy? 
Good, he 's leaving 
Ha! fooled the stupid creep 
He thought I'd kicked over 
I get the last laugh ... 

Being a possum 

LOUISE SANDERS 
Grade 10 
Spring Valley High 



THE MOST BEAUTIFUL PLACE 

The most beautiful place 
Is my imaginary land 
I call it Freedom City, U.S.A. 

In Freedom City everybody wears blue jeans, T-shirts and 
tennis shoes 

We eat spaghetti, mushrooms, pizza and graham crackers 
and peanut butter 

We drink root beer and wine 

There's no wars, or laws or jails with bars 
No trains, trucks, buses or cars 
There's nothing except grass, trees, rocks, hills, birds 

and bees 

In Freedom City happiness is no more than being there, 
being alive, having each other, or sharing a 
mushroom together. 

PRICILLA ANN HATCHER 
Willow Lane School 

I am a sound 
I live in a little shiny box called a whistle. 
I just sit around doing nothing 
Until a big gust of wind scoops me up 
And I travel around til I find someone 
Then I enter upon their earlobe 
And finally get lost in their head. 

CATHY THOMPKINS 
Grade 8 
Moore Junior High 
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The music pulses loud and strong 
I close my eyes and drift away 

On purple torrents of throbbing sound 
I reach and grab an orange chord 
That tempts my soul 
and tries to escape 

But I hold it tight within my mind 
Until the beats come fast and hard 

I'm carried to places 
My dreams had forgotten 
Places I walked before time began, 

The music tangles and twirls about 
Interlocked and intertwined 
Mixing and merging 
Changing and swirling 

Around in my brain. 
Calling me back to my Beginning, 
One last time before 

it recedes 
and fades 
and disappears 
and ends. 

The song is finished 

DENISE WORKMAN 
Grade 8 
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Kennedy Junior High 

POETRY vs. WADDED PAPER 

Mistakes realized. 
My truths are 
lines so straight forward 
Cannot bear to 
Have them read. 
In discarding them 
My soul relaxes. 

LAURA E. WRIGHT 
Grade 10 
Union High School 



POEM 

Sandwich sticking to the roof of the mouth, 
not understood until swallowed. 
The peanut butter of the brain. 

WINNER 

FRED MUElLER 
Grade 9 
Sims Junior High 

A siren wails 
a~ a plane sails overhead. 
People run for shelter 
behind walls, under kitchen tables. 
Those not so fortunate 
are now lying dead. 
Bombs come crashing, 
lashing through windows and walls. 
Silence is shattered 
by the whistling and exploding 
of tons of lead. 
A single bomber goes under, 
dives to the ground 
and explodes. 
The smoke clears. 
The rubble is seen. 
Flames lick charred buildings. 
What was destroyed in an hour 
will take years to rebuild. 
The dead no one can replace 
and in everyone's heart is a hole. 
One more battle Death has won! 

MARK NORTH 
Grade 8 
Rawlinson Road junior High 
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I WILL COME BACK 

(written in response to Salvador Dali's painting 
of The Last Supper) 

You all have been good to me 
as far as I can see. 
But when I die 
do not cry 
because I will come back. 

I will come back. 

While we are sitting here, 
eating bread and drinking wine, 
I will pray for a sign 
to tell me that I will come back. 

I will come back. 

I finish my prayer. 
Now I desire 
to know if you will love me 
when I come back. 

I will come back. 

MIKE ELLENBURG 
Grade 9 
Woodruff junior High 



THE FLOWER GARDEN 

(Written in response to a cloth square with 
stylized floral design) 

In the flower garden 
are flowers of many kinds; 
some are tulips, some are daisies, 
and some grow on vines. 
There are also trees 
so mighty and high, 
they look as if they could 
reach up and touch the sky. 

The sun shines brightly here 
every day; 
even when it rains, 
the sun never goes away. 
There is no one living round this garden, 
So there's no need for the flowers to fret. 
Do you think this garden will be here forever? 
It will, you can bet 

CHARLENE COCHRAN 
Grade 9 
Woodruff Junior High 
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LIES AT SCHOOL 

We ride to school in a bus made of gold and silver 
We come nude and wear glass slippers 
The teachers are so dumb they don't know how to operate a 

doorknob 
The desks we sit in are made of diamonds 
Instead of the teachers telling us what to do we tell them 
If you get sent to the office you paddle the principal instead of 
him paddling you 
All we do is drink beer and smoke all day 
The students are polka dotted and 8 feet tall 
The buildings are run down and filthy 
Instead of cleaning up, the maids throw mud all over the place 
They feed us the slop left over from the hogs 
The teachers are so old they think that George Washington is still 

President 
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A LIE POEM 

TRACY JAMES 
Grade 8 
Ruffin High 

My mother is the President. 
My daddy is the Secretary of State 
And my sister is a boxing heavyweight. 
I am james Brown 
My brother's the boss of all the town. 
My uncle plays for the Dallas Cowboys 
And my cousin gets hundreds of toys. 
My aunt works for the FBI 
And the crooks she catches always lie. 

GARY MARTIN 
Grade 7 
Moore junior High 



Today I think I'll hunt blue elephants, 
In my back yard where they play all day, 
They are always watching, but they wcn't see me, 
'Cause I'll be disguised as a purple tree, 
And if I see a bird land on me 
I'll shake myself and watch them flee, 

When I get through what I think I'll do, 
Is make myself some elephant stew, 
I'll eat and eat until this fall, 
And I'll be as fat as a butter ball, 
Then I'll do the highlight of all, 
I'll drink three gallons of Pepto Bismol. 

BRIAN KENNEDY 
Grade 8 
Moore junior High 

One day a giant was chasing 
after me and if he caught me he 
was going to try his new recipe 
on me called man stew it was 1 man 
4 chickens, 3 lambs, 1 sheep, pepper and salt 
then cook at 550 degrees bake for 30 minutes then let 
cool then I got tired and he caught me 
then I bit him 
and he never tried to catch me again. 

JIMMY BARBER 
Grade 4 
McCelvey Elementary 
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INVISIBLE 

If I were invisible I' ll tell you what I'd do 
I'd go around town and scare everyone with a Booooo 
I'd haunt as many people as I could 
Sometimes I would 
And then others I'd be nice 
Like help the people at the 
grocery store carry out bags. 
And I'd carry little children that lag. 
I'd like to be invisible 

Would you? 

SHERRI LYNN McKEOWN 
Grade 5 
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Catawba Academy 

IF I WERE 

If I were a dragon, 
I could broil my own hamburgers. 

If I were a dragon, 
I would get a job 
in a hamburger joint 
broiling hamburgers 
and maybe make some 
crispy french fries! 

TONY ABBOTI 
Grade 7 
Woodruff junior High 



In the country of Worms there lived all worms. And the people 
from America were coming and stealing their spaghetti. 

Without spaghetti the worms would have nothing to eat or any 
pictures to send to their friends because they used to glue 
spaghetti onto cardboard fer pictures. 

So they went to the king and told him of their problem but he 
didn't know what to do. They then ca ll ed on the wise Worms but 
not even they knew what to do. 

Then one day a boy named Lizard Tails came into the town and 
picked up one of their daily newspapers and read what was happening 
to them and he felt very sorry for them so sorry he began to cry. 

And then as he was almost in town he saw ;j very small earth worm 
and the earth worm asked him why he was crying and he told him 
about the country of the worms and the worm told him that he was 
Magic. And then the worm gave him a magic head of lettuce 
that was named Hound Dog and Hound Dog was very smart. 

He had a friend named Hog Jowls. Hog jowls had a magic lizard 
tail and a magic stri ng of spaghetti. 

He said abracadabra and it turned to 1,000 strings of spaghetti 
and 1,000 lizard tails. And they lived happily ever after. 

VASILISA HAMILTON 
Grade 5 
Jasper Elementary 

One day a snake was walking and he 
met a magic frog . The snake said, " My feet are killing 
me." So the frog gave him 8 legs but the snake 
didn't like it. So the frog gave him 4 legs, but 
he didn't like that either. So the frog gave the 
snake some claws, but the snake didn't like that 
either. So the snake said , "You made me 
look like a spider, then you made me look 
like an alligator. Then you made me look 
like a crab. " So the frog made th e snake crawl. 
And to this day on all snakes had to crawl. 

DON COWART 
Grade 5 
jasper Elementary 
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CIRCE'S TEST 

The savage fox lurks 
waiting 
sly, 
taking advantage 
he strikes. 
Yes, I am a fox. 

My mouth, 
waiting anxiously for the next morsel, 
stuffing it, 
while the juice runs down my chin. 
Yes, I am a pig. 

Craving attention, 
acting cute for a pat on my head, 
wagging my tail. 
Yes, I am a dog. 

Sauntering cooly 
to catch the glance of my super iors. 
Shunning originality. 
Elastic 
changing with the occasion. 
Yes, I am a man. 

STEVE REED 
Grade 11 
Spartanburg High 



SEPARATION 

Remember the scrunched up room 

we shared 

The dolls we collected 

together 

How about your Weebles and the 

Castle? 

It's been a long time. 

For once 

I miss you. 

HELEN DARGAN 
Grade 8 
Heathwood Hall 
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MY IDEAS 

Ideas run through my head 
Ideas jump in my mind 
Ideas dance in my sleep 
Ideas jingle in my feet 
Ideas tickle in my tummy 
Ideas fade from my bed · 
Ideas sit in my seat 
Ideas stand in the corner 
Ideas send me to my grave 
Ideas kill me dead 
Ideas make people cry 
Ideas tell you to say Goodmorning 
Ideas scare your friends away 
Ideas come and go 
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DUSTERILLA MOORE 
Grade 10 
Ruffin High 

STREAKING 

Streaking is not really new 
But with publicity it grew. 
Kids who liked to shine 
Went a little out of line, 
just to be seen-
If you know what I mean. 

DEBBIE TRIMNAL 
Grade 9 
Wren High 



A MOSQUITO BITE 

Mosquitoes love to bite, 
They bite both day and 
night. 
They love your red blood, 
And they will bite you in 
bed or during a flood. 

MARIE PEELE 
Grade 8 
R. H. Fulmer Middle 

CHARLEEN 

Charleen's the first person I believe 
I've ever met that cares about people 
Who are practically strangers to her 

She's not like most people who are famous 
She may write books and poems 
But she's real 
She still cares about those who aren't fortunate 

Lots of famous people with lots of money 
Will stick $500 in an envelope and say 
Give it to a needy cause 

But Charleen, she gives somethi ng money can 't buy 
Her love, care and concern and patience 
But most of all herself 
Not an envelope with her name on it and $500 
But herself. 

And if I had a choice to make 
Between what she has to offer 
And all the money in the world 
You can keep your money 
I'd rather be loved any day. 

PRICILLA ANN HATCHER 
Willow Lane School 
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EXERCISE IN SIMILE 

When our class talks they sound like 
a duck quacking. 

A skeleton looks like a bald-headed lady 
with some teeth missing and werewolf hair 
on her legs. 

My desk feels like a crocodile ready to strike. 

The eraser tastes like stale corn bread. 

My candy cane tastes like a beat up chicken. 

My sister looks like Euell Gibbons. 

Under a finger nail it looks like yogurt. 

FOURTH PERIOD CLASS 
Grades 4 and 5 
Atlas Road 

ANYWHERE 

If I won a ticket to anywhere 
If I went to Mars 
If I saw a green man 
If he read the stars 
If he said to me 
If you won a ticket to anywhere 

would you go home? 
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MARY McKEE 
Grade 7 
Bryson Middle 



IF I WERE A NOTEBOOK 

If I were a notebook 
I would hate to be held 
like mine. 
I hold it 
like it is an anteater. 
I hold it by the mouth 
so its teeth can't fall out. 
Its big red pencil holder 
is its tongue. 
It almost bit me the other day, 
so now I hold it the other way. 

ANGIE GREEN 
Grade 4 
Millwood Elementary 

EYE 

An eye. 
A window for the brain. 
A looking glass full of emotion, 
full of tears 
of pain 
of love. 
Methodical. 
On the go, 
glancing 
a corner 
a squint 
a stare 
following 

KEN LIONHARDT 
Grade 9 
Sims junior High 
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FISHERLADY 

not one bite 
today for 
your worm 
cans are empty 
your cane 
is small the 
wind cuts 
you in two 
your hair 
blows boney 
so go home with your 
little fish. 
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MY GRANDPARENTS 

My grandmother 
was a full-blooded Sioux Indian. 
I am half Sioux. 
She died before I was born. 
She used to wear skin things 
like a dress. 

My grandfather 
used to smoke and he caught cancer 
and died in the hospital. 
I cried and cried for about two days. 
Me and him used to 
throw rocks across a pond. 
They brought him home and I went to see him. 
I was so disappointed 
because he didn't look the same at all. 
They had packed his jaws with cotton 
and he was real skinny. 

ANGIE LOKEY 
Grade 8 
Belleville junior High 

CHUCKY JACKSON 
Grade 6 
Clover Middle 



FISHER AT SEA 

Feeling the gusts and ice-cold spray 
from the bow as it crashes through 

the water with the power of thunder. 
The motor sputters, and coughs, and yells 

like a mad man as it pushes the 
blue-green, murky deep from under the ship. 

The taste of salt clinging to your face 
and arms while it eats away at cuts 

from rusty old fishing hooks. 
Remembrance of old men drinking and 
telling jokes which have no end, all 

like the one afore. 
Let the seagulls fly, and fly. 

RICK ALLEN 
Grade 8 
Aiken Junior High 

DARKNESS 

Darkness is a vacuum, pulling 
me into its midst. 

It beckons me like a foghorn in 
the night fog. 

My eyes, frozen with fright, tell 
me it's covering my body. 

My muscles say "Resist! Resist!" 
But I cannot. 
My mind drifts, floating into 
Time. 
It is no longer with me. 
It fades into darkness. 
It is gone. 

DAVID SWANSON 
Grade 8 
Kennedy Junior High 
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MY GRANDMOTHER 

She thinks someone comes in 
and takes her belongings. 

That is why she keeps her handbag 
wrapped around her wrist like that. 

Is she crazy? 
I think so. 

How did the dishwasher overflow? 
She says no human hand touched it, 
But we all know she opened the door. 

She talks to herse lf constantly, 
But only because no one listens. 
How long has sh e worn that dress? 
She says she will wear it till Christmas. 

Do I like her? 
Of course- who wouldn't? 

DEBRA MILLER 
Grade 11 
Holly Hill High 

DRAPES 

Hanging flowers, birds, and fruit, 
Talking to the wall. 
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Concealing all from sun and eyes. 
Yet not moving at all. 
Birds like other birds, 
Still none make a sound. 
Fruit like all fruit , 
But never falling to the ground. 
Hanging flowers , birds, and fruit, 
Talking to the wall. 

CINDY BAILEY 
Grade 9 
Sims junior High 



BLIND 

He stumbles down the street, 
his German shepherd leading him. 
His skin, like a crumpled piece of paper, 
is white and pale-looking. 
His hair sometimes looks 
like an old mop sitting in the city dump. 
I feel sorrow for him 
blind and unable to see the world 
or where his dog 
is leading him to. 

POEM 

CYNTHIA CAMPBELL 
Grade 9 
Sullivan junior High 

Liking sand better than grass, 
The ant scurries industriously 
All the while contemptuous 
and scowling at Aesop's grasshopper 
who's playing his fiddle 
and whose feet are in the air 

and the ant 

taking backward glances 
clicks his tongue 
rolling pieces of gravel to build his pyramid 
never thinking 
he is building on foundations of sand 

ANNETTE BRANNON 
Grade 12 
Spring Valley High 
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CIVIL WAR 

What the fields of Gettysburg could tell: 
Those blood soaked fields 
Covered with scattered fragments of 
brave soldiers. 
Some are youths. 
Some are old-timers. 
But all are horrified at the carnage . 
Death, Death in every direction. 
Mangled, distorted, and half dead men, 
Buzzards cleaning the bones of their flesh. 
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GIBB VINSON 
Grade 8 
Heathwood Hall 

The car was approaching a yellow light. 
45 miles per hour, supposing to slow down-

Out from the bushes came the Dovermine 
The driver, rather surprised swerved. 

The grill got him by the neck. 
Split from the body the head flew
The body left to lay a few feet away. 

Worried about his car, the 
driver went hurriedly home to 
call the insurance agency. 

KIM 
Grade 10 
Dreher High 



A FROG'S DISCOVERY OF LIFE 

Dark, 

It's completely dark, 

Silent, 

As though the world has fallen apart, 

Wet, 

Slimy and I'm feeling great, 

Full, 

Gorged from the dinner of flies I ate, 

Happy, 

For the food is here to take, 

Sad, 

For I think I have a belly-ache. 

TREES 

Trees are big and green 
When the world seems ugly and mean. 
The trees give us shade. 
They make the handle on a blade. 
The birds use the trees to build their nest. 
They use the trees just to rest; 
They keep the soil from washing away. 
The trees help us in everyway. 

RAY STEVENS 
Grade 7 
Williams Junior High 

CINDY FABER 
Grade 8 
Bryson Middle 
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TIGER TREE 

The tree stands tall and proud 
like a tiger who thinks 
he's king of the jungle. 
The old swinging rope 
hanging from a limb 
is the tail of the tiger 
happily swishing back and forth. 
Leaves whistle a tune 
as kiddies gather around the tree. 
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DANA FERGUSON 
Grade 9 
Castle Heights junior High 

BUTTERFLIES 

Butterflies jumping the road 
Butterflies crawling like spiders 
Butterflies singing under the ground 
Butterflies carrying their books 
Butterflies barking at a cat 
Butterflies sitting in a chair 
Butterflies lying in a casket 
Butterflies wearing a ring 
Butterflies studying English 
Butterflies playing baseball 
Butterflies barking like dogs 
Butterflies writing a letter 
Butterflies reading a book 
Butterflies painting a picture 
Butterflies wearing shoes 
Butterflies doing a ballet 
Butterflies wearing glasses 
Butterflies talking in the wind 

TARA WILES 
Grade 8 
Elloree Elementary 



FRANKLIN ASHLEY is currently Regional Fellow in the Center of Cultural Development at 
the University of South Carolina. His poems and stories have appeared in numerous 
magazines, including Harper's, Partisan Review, and New Times . A playwright and author, 
Ashley received his Ph .D. in English from the University of South Carolina in 1970. 

DALE ALAN BAILES, Columbia businessman, served as Master Poet for the South Carolina 
Arts Commission in 1974. He is the author of two books and the editor of three antho
logies of student poetry. His poetry has appeared in numerous magazines and newspapers. 

ALICE CABANISS has published in The New South, The South Carolina Review, Southern 
Voices, and Sandlapper. Her first co llection, The Dark Bus and Other Forms of Transporta
tion, was published by Saltcatcher Press in 1974. Ms. Cabaniss is on the faculty of Wando 
High School in Mt. Pleasant, S. C. 

D. CLINTON received his M.F.A. in Poetry from Bowling Green State University in Ohio. 
He has worked as a poet-in-residence in programs in Kansas and Montana. His creative 
writing experience is extensive, and he has co-founded three literary magazines in Wichita, 
Kansas. 

GRACE BEACHAM FREEMAN 's new poems will be published in May 1975 by the Red 
Clay Press with the title No Costumes or Masks. Her poems have appeared most recently 
in The New Republic. Ms. Freeman is employed as a Poetry Therapist with the Gaston 
(N.C.) Mental Health Center. 

WALTER GRIFFIN has published widely in such magazines as the Atlantic Monthly, Har
per's, and Evergreen Review. Griffin lives in Atlanta, where he directs the Atlanta Poets 
Workshop. He has lectured and read at several southl!rn and midwestern colleges and 
universities. 

CHARLES HENLEY, a native of Meridian, Mississippi, has served on the English faculties of 
such schools as The johns Hopkins University, the University of Mississippi, and Claflin 
College. The editor and publisher of Peaceweed Press, Henley is the author of Curds and 
Whey, a volume of short stories. He lives in Rock Hill with his son and wife Pat, a poet 
in Project TAP. 

JAMES A. LEWIS will reveive his Ph .D. from the University of South Carolina this May. 
His dissertation, entitled Generations, is a volume of original, unpublished poetry. Lewis 
also has served as a teaching assistant at USC with freshman and sophomore classes in 
fiction, poetry, and composition. 

BRYAN LINDSAY received his Ph.D. in Fine Arts and Humanities from George Peabody 
College, Nashville, Tennessee. He has published in numerous magazines and journals, 
including Fox/ire , Ann Arbor Review, Epos, and Poetry Review. He is currently Associate 
Professor of Humanities at Converse College, Spartanburg, South Carolina. 

ARTHUR H. LUMPKIN has published in Contemporary Review (Engla nd), Hollins Critic, 
Sewanee Review, and Lyric and received numerous honors and awards for student work 
at The University of the South (Sewa nee, Tennessee) and the University of South Carolina 
in Columbia. He is currently enrolled in the Ph .D. program at USC. 

THOMAS HAYES McCLANAHAN will receive his Ph .D. in English from the University of 
South Carolina in August of this year. A teaching assistant in the Departments of English 
and Philosophy at USC. McClanahan's fiction and poetry have been published in Phoenix, 
Grassroots, and South Carolina Review. He is the recipient of numerous prizes and 
awards for his short stories and poetry. 
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PETER MEINKE received his Ph.D. from the University of Michigan and currently directs 
the Writing Workshop at Eckerd College, St. Petersburg, Florida. His published works in
clude two children's books and critica l articles, in addition to his poetry. His poems have 
appea red in such magazines as The New Republic and The Red Clay Reader. 

ROBERT PARHAM is a member of the English faculty at Francis Marion College. His pub
lications include a chapbook entitled Sending the Children For Song. His poems and 
sto ri es have appeared in numerous journals, including American Bard, Discourse, and 
The Pendulum. 

EUGENE PLATT is a native of Charleston and studied at Trinity College in Dublin, Ireland, 
after graduation from The University of South Carolina. Two collections of poems, an 
original sin and coffee and solace, were published in 1974. He has also published in 
periodicals and books both here and abroad. 

ROCHELLE RATNER is the author of three books and has published poems and articles 
in many magazines, including The Nation, North American Review, and Southern Poetry 
Review. She has conducted workshops and readings in the New York City area and served 
as book review editor for The East Village Other. 

BENNIE LEE SINCLAIR is the author of a book of poems, Little Chicago Suite, and has won 
awards for her poems, essays, and short stories. In 1974, she received a Special Citation 
for Excellence from the American Alumni Council for her essay, "A Magic World." Her 
publishing credits include works in South Carolina Review, Foxfire, and Poet Lore. 

NEWTON SMITH received his Ph.D . from the University of North Carolina in 1974. His 
poetry, reviews, and articles have been published in books and numerous journals such as 
Carolina Quarterly, Ann Arbor Review, and Foxfire. He is the co-founder and co-editor of 
Lillabulero magazine and press. 

WILLIAM E. TAYLOR holds three degrees from Vanderbilt University and has published 
three books of poems. His most recent book is Devoirs to Florida. He lives in Deland, 
Florida, and is Professor of English at Stetson University. Taylor has given numerous 
lectures and readings in the Southeast. 

THOMAS N. WALTERS is currently an Associate Professor of English at North Carolina 
State University in Raleigh. His poems appear regularly in such publications as Southern 
Poetry Review, Red Clay Reader, and the St. Andrew's Review. A poet as well as a 
teacher, sculptor, and painter, Walters has published two volumes of poems. 

CHARLEEN WHISNANT is the founder and editor of Red Clay P~blishers in Charlotte. 
She has read and lectured at numerous colleges and universities in the southeast. Her 
poems have appeared in such publications as Southern Poetry Review, The American Poet, 
and The New Athenaeum. 

FRANCES WHYATT, a native of Ohio, has published poems in a wide range of literary 
magazines and periodicals, including The Southern Poetry Review, First Issue, and 
Penumbra. Her book America Made will be published in 1975 by Farrar, Straus and Giroux. 

AUSTIN WILSON received his Ph.D. from the University of South Carolina in 1974. A 
Phi Beta Kappa graduate of the University of Georgia, he has served as an instructor in 
English at Memphis State University and the University of Georgia. This spring he will 
have several poems published in Dogsoldier and The Hiram Poetry Review. 

TOMMY YOUNG, actor, painter, sculptor, and poet, received his B.A. from California 
State University at Los Angeles. His varied arts background led to his being chosen En
vironmentalist-in-Residence in the South Carolina Arts Commission's Project TAP, in addi
tion to hi s being poet in residence for the Poets-In-The-Schools Program. 
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